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Town officials
suggest change in
conduct system

Section of Main Street
may be transformed
into new walking mall

Police contemplate setting guidelines in
sending cases in front of conduct board
Michael Clark
TNH Reporter

By Linda L. Hyatt
TNH Staff

Students who break the law in Durham may
be in for a double dose of disciplinary action in the
near future.
The Durham Police Department said town
officials discussed a change of policy in dealing
with students arrested off campus. Students might
soon be brought before the UNH student conduct
board in addition to appearing in Durham District
Court.
Chief Paul Gowen said right now the Durham
Police have the option to send a student before the
UNH conduct system, depending on the seriousness of the case. Gowen said he and Town Administrator Ralph Freedman have been talking about
some guidelines that would mandate turning offenders of certain violations over to the UNH
system.
As of now, Gowen said cases involving such
things as sexual offenses, noise violations and the
selling of alcohol to minors might be sent over to
the UNH system.
"I want to make it clear that at this point there
has been no policy change. We 're just discussing
it," Gowen said.
Inter-Fraternity Council President Jim Bello
said he met with Gowen and Freedman last week
and talked about the conduct system.
"I think that they need more input from students before they make a decision like that," said
Bello. "Right now it seems like they are just
thinking about it."

If all goes well between the
town of Durham and University
officials, a section of Main Street
may be closed to cars and turned
into part of the UNH campus within
the next two to three years.
Last week at a Durham
Town Council meeting, Durham
Town Administrator Ralph Freedman proposed to replace the twolane section of the street from
Snively Arena to Pettee Brook
Lane with one 16 to 20-foot wide

Conduct, page 2

Traffic may be affected downtown if a new
pedestrian mall is built (Amy Kinsella photo).

road on which only shuttle buses
and emergency vehicles would run.
The area that he called a pedestrian walking mall would be landscaped and planted with trees, said
Freedman.
"Obviously, it would be safer,"
said Freedman. "We wouldn 'thave
the trouble of people walking out
in the middle of the road."
University officials said they
supported Freedman's proposal
because it would make the campus
a safer place and pull the town and
campus together.

Mall, page 2

Police step up patrols on Young Drive
Bayview Road residents complain of noise, vandalism
By Steven Salmeri
TNH Staff

Young Drive residents may
be seeing more police and less
partying in the future as a result
of complaints by nearby
Durham residents.
Residents of the adjacent
Bayview Road have complained about excessive noise,
alcohol parties, traffic, vandalism, and theft in their residen-

tial neighborhood, a situation one
resident said was long and ongoing.
Durham Police Chief Paul
Gowen saic,l the problem is not
only Young Drive residents, but
the large groups of students
roaming the area looking for a
party.
The owner of these apartments has allowed this to happen," said Barbara Mullins, a

Young Drive, page 2

Date rape: a misunderstood
ragedy on college campuses
Sexual assault is not rare on college
campuses. According to FBI statistics, one
out of every four college women is sexually
assaulted. In addition, one out of every five
boys and one out of every four girls will be
sexually assaulted by the age of 18.
At colleges around the country, many
people have difficulty understanding sexual
assault Sexual assualt is often tagged as
date rape; and according to statistics, date
rape is more common than stranger rape.
"Date rape implies that you know the
person," said Jane Stapleton, coordinator of
Direct Service and a Women's Studies

teacher. ''The law makes no clear distinction between date rape and sexual assault,"
Stapleton said.
Sue Chmiel, psychology intern at the
Sexual Assault Counseling Center, defined
· sexual assault as an "any act of intercourse
against the will of the victim, forced or
unforced."
In the case of rape, Stapleton said,
"police say 85 percent of the victims know
their assailants." In the past two years, UNH
has statistically shown high sexual assault
rates on campus, according to Stapleton.
She attributed the higher statistics to the fact
that UNH reports sexual assault incidents
while most schools don't.

Date rape, page 2
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•Proposed mall would.block
off section of Main Street
From page 1
"All I can say is that we're
not only willing, we're interested
in improving the parking and
walking situation and in bringing
the two communities closer together," said Nitzschke.
Alternateroutesfortrafficand
additional parking on the outskirts
of campus would have to be added,
Azzi said. Shuttle buses would
have to run frequently from the
new parking lots to the campus.
Asitstandsnow, "Main Street
is a physical barrier to the safe and
free flow of traffic," said Azzi.
"People would feel it (the mall) a
part of the campus rather than a
divider."
Since the proposal to turn the
area_ into a pedestrian mall is only
in the beginning stages, Azzi said
he could not speculate on the price
of the project However, if the proposal goes through, funding would
probably be shared between the
University and the town, he said.
Malinda Lawrence, Student
Body President, said, "I think the
University needs to do some serious thinking about where they
should spend their money."
The mall might be a nice idea,

but some things are just not crucial
to operating the University, she
said.
"Idon'tseehowtheycaneven
contemplate it in our current budget crisis," Lawrence added.
About 10 years ago, people
used to be able to park all along
Main Street, Azzi said. Because of
accidents, the parking spots on one '
\O,y!!l)as'P9~\e4 PQlj~e Q(fi9ers lit the end
side of the road were eliminated. o_ftbe'.Coweilbrivep~thaild anyoriecaughtwalking
Later, parking along the other side
4bargeiJ jitlJcrimillal =Pass•
of the road was also done away
with, he said.
The University has "done
awaywiththeparking,nowitneeds ·thrdllgti'Bayviewtoad~ SoinereSideiltsaretmhappy
to do away with the traffic," said . _with)b.~ number. of~tuden~ using the path, which
Azzi. The mall "would make the
campus more safe," he added.
UNH senior Kim Healey said
she didn't think the proposal was a
bad idea, but she said she thought
the University could spend its
money elsewhere. "It sounds nice,
but it's not what they need when
they continue to cut classes," said
Healey.
"If it's funded with University
money, I think it's ridiculous," said
Commuter Senator Rob Varsalone.
"We don't need more trees, we
need more classes."

~~
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a permanen~ sohition;butjust a pacifier until something
more solid can be.done;
. We_'re;:notJrying :to deprive people of going to
parties oriYdµng Dnvet ·Freedman said. ''We 'rejust
trying to create somepeace for the Bayview ResidentS."
At one time, .no students lived at Young Drive.
Now, itconSists of Htunits, rented to teµants as duplex
hcm~es. An ai~.inhablied by UNH students.
Walterfi~het, Jim~lord and myner of the Fi~cher
Real Estate:agency in .Dover who rents the Young
Drive houses, said he ~s cooperating 100 percent with
the town of Durham and UNH.
"It is my miderstanding that ·students from the
University·bave been coming down here and going to
parties at Young prive and they have been going
across Bayview. lawns and bothering the residents
there," Fischetsaid/
-If yQu at~·ayi$_ifur~fown there and y9u get caught ·
by the police=
(or doH1g sometQing illegal, uien it's the
police~s -. w~iti9n')((take action apd _do something
abbut::it/'\.F:i.sche.r }aiij. "If my ·tenants are . doing
ib1b°¢thiJ1g)i,i~ga(tij~l,lJ:can step.ili ·fuio _take action."
Fisciufrsaid=: heiifas-told his tenants ·not to blame
_him ·if the'. Uriivtrs°iiy reacts to the01 .viql~ti.:~g ·•' die

1
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•Date rape not usually reported on college campuses
Frompagel

'

"Some schools don't report anything," sexual assault in a dating situation is often
Stapleton said. She said many universities causedbyincorrectinterpretations. She said
would rather not convey sexual assault in- males are often taught to be the initiator in
formation to incoming and applying stu- a relationship, particularly in a sexµal situdents because it may turn away applicants. ation. Many males believe when pushing a
However, in January 1992 the ''Right to female into a sexual situation, "no" means
Know" law will require colleges and uni- "yes" when, in actuality, "no" simply means
versities with federal funding to report all "no" and nothing else. When in a sexual
violent crimes that happen on campus. The situation with another person, experts stress
law hopefully will result in more accurate thereshouldbeclearverbalcommunication
college statistics, according to Stapleton.
stating limits and intentions.
Two of the unfortunate results that folFollowing a sexual assault there is the
low sexual assault are the stereotypes and fear, pain and guilt felt by the victim, partly
opinions formed by society that contribute due to society. "We don't live in a very
to the fact that "nine out of ten sexual supportivecommunity,"saidStapleton, "for
assaults are not reported," said Stapleton.
women and men who have been sexually
According to Stapleton, society as a - assaulted." It is the attitude by society that
whole assumes in the case of a sexual as- contributes to a very low rate of reported
sault that the victim, mainly the woman, assaults, be it on or off a college campus.
was "asking for it"
Chmiel said Many victims have nowhere to turn follow-

ing an assault, or they do not know who to
trust or talk to.
"There are very few rape centers at
other colleges," said Stapleton, who also
works at SHARPP (Sexual Harassment and
Rape Prevention Program), a group dedicated to counseling and acting as a support
group for victims of sexual harassment and
rape. "UNH is one of the leading programs
in the country," said Stapleton, and because
SHARPP has established a good working
relationship with the victims, the students
are more likely to stay in school.
Jen Conway and Michelle Le Gault are
victims' advocates/rape counselors at
SHARPP. Each advocate ·that works at
SHARPP receives 40 hours of training and
serves as a support person for the victim. In
the case of a sexual assault victim, the
advocate will accompany the victim through

the criminal judicial system, keeping the
victim informed of all court dates and the
process of the case. In addition, advocates
are "protected under the law of confidentiality," said Conway. Any information the
victim wishes to tell the advocate cannot be
used in a court of law, and is confidential.
UNH has many resources that offer
support to sexual assault victims. Counselors
are at the Sexual Assault Counseling Center, SHARPP, and the hotline provided by
Cool-Aid in the MUB. All services are free
and confidential. With sexual assault, there
are preventions and ways to protect oneself.
When ata party, friends should "look out for
one another," said Chmiel. In the case of a
dating relationship, couples should "be clear
about what you want," said Chmiel, and
remember that "no really means no."

•Cases may come to Conduct Board
Frompagel
"This year there have been a
number ofcomplaints about noise,
trespassing and litter by residents
in the Young Drive area," said
Capt. Joseph McGann. "The Bay
View, Cowell, ·and Young Drive
area has been a problem for a
while and I don't blame residents
for being upset.
"If you were living at home
with-your parents and you were
being woken up at 3 a.m. every
weekend and there were beer cans
all over the place, I'm sure you
wouldn't be too happy about it
either," he said.

Karen Fowler, administrative
secretary of Student Affairs, said
she has seen other cases handed
over by the Durham Police to UNH.
Although the police department has the option to send the
cases over to UNH, it rarely happens, Fowler said.
"We are trying to open up the
lines of communication so that we
can work out any problems," said
Gowen. "We want to make ourselves available to the students."
Fowler said her office has not
received any official notification
of the plan.

Parents and students tour the greenhouse (Amy Kinsella photo).
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Affirmative Action plan aims to increase diversity
By Sue Robinson

TNH Staff
President Dale Nitzschke has
enacted a plan he hopes will make
the campus more representative of
the nation's population.
The Plan for Campus Diversity, which was adopted last year,
is targeted at increasing the number of women and minorities on
campus.
Nitzschke said the plan "is a
very comprehensive, complex
initiative desigried to bring to the
campus as many students, faculty,
and staff as we can to make for a
more diverse campus."
According to statistics in the
plan, 4.5 percent of the tenuretrack faculty, 2.6 percent of the
staff, 1.9 percent of the student
body and 1.4 percent of graduate
students are minorities. Women

make up approximately 27 percent of the tenure-track faculty, 36
percent of the staff, 54 percent of
the student body and 51 percent of
the graduate student body.
The plan includes expanding
the applicant pool of students,
faculty and staff. Establishing
minority financial incentive programs, academic and student
support services, and minority
exchange programs are also included in the plan.
The plan calls for each department head to be responsible
for the diversity within the department. Each director must
submit a proposal stating the minority and women representation
within the department and ways to
correct any under-representation.
Chris Burns-DiBiasio, director of Affirmative Action, said a
representative goal is "a parity
between the graduating work force

Parents tour the greenhouse (Amy
· Kinsella photo).

and relevant labor market."
"Any minority student that is
"It makes good sense- good here has been touched by Affireconomic sense, good social sense, mative Action," said Erin Lopes,
good cultural sense - to make former head of the Afro/American
sure minorities receive access to Alliance.
higher education," Nitzschke said.
Marie Garland, an executive
UNH has "an obligation to make member of the Student Senate,
sure these growing populations are said, "You don't want to go to a
educated populations," he said.
school where you stick out like a
"We wouldn't be targeting minor- sore thumb."
ity individuals," said Robert Craig,
However, there are conflicting
director of the political science opinions of the plan.
department "We'd be targeting
"I think it is very important to ·
specific parts of the country where bring different kinds of people to
they could be found, in addition to the campus who have different
the normal nationwide search."
opinions to voice, regardless of
Although Craig said the idea their race," said Warren Brown,
is "great," he said it may be diffi- associate professor of political
cult for UNH to compete with Ivy science. "I do not agree with the
Leagu~ universities in attracting idea that faculty have to require
qualified minorities and women. that a certain percentage of the
"The problem, of course, is ·faculty has to be minority. You're
money," Craig said.
taking away from the individual's
Some students are in favor of dignity and integrity when one has
the Plan for Campus Diversity.

received the position because of
some sort of mandate."
The Affirmative Action plan
is not reverse discrimination, according to Nitzschke. "That is not
the idea at all. We are reaching out
and attempting to bring to UNH
individuals who, forwhateverreason or reasons, have not taken advantage of higher education. We
are not excluding education for
others by doing that"
The rest of the student body
will also benefit from greater
campus diversity, according to Don
Green, professor of biochemistry
and chair of the Academic Senate.
In 1991, Green chaired one of the
task forces responsible for broadening the original Plan for Increasing Campus Diversity. "It's a
diverse world and the students get
a one-sided view of it if only one
people is represented."

A~istant Technical Director Dan Raymond, far right, leads parents and students on a tour
of the Johnson Theater
.

Parents participate in hands-on activities
By Linnea Anderson

TNH Staff
This year's Parents' Weekend
was aimed "to provide an opportunity for parents to see the experiential side of education" and "to
showcase some areas of the campus that a parent would not see on
an admissions tour," according to
DirectorofParentProgram Maggie
Morrison.
"I wanted to show parents how
much students are involved in their
classes, not just sitting at lecture,"
said Morrison. She asked each of
the colleges within UNH to offer a
part of their program that would
appeal to the parents and give them
a chance to sample student experiences.
Three new activities were ereatedfrom Morrison's ideas: a tour
of the Tropical Conservatory and

Thompson School Greenhouses; a
tour of Johnson Theatre, run by the
student organization Mask and
Dagger; and two nutritional information sessions offered by the
Human Nutrition Center.
This is the first year the
Thompson School and Conservatory Tropical Greenhouses has
done anything for Parents' Weekend, according to Chris Robarge,
horticultural facilities manager for
the Thompson School.
The tour of the Conservatory
Tropical Greenhouses and the
Thompson School Greenhouses
was not a narrated tour but more of
an open house, said Robarge. He
said the Conservatory Tropical
Greenhouses carry a variety of
tropical and sub-tropical plants,
such as pineapple, banana and Bird
ofParadise. The Thompson School
Greenhouses are run by horticultural students.

"I think its nice that parents get
a chance to see the greenhouses,"
said Robarge. He said the 180
people who attended went "beyond
our expectations."
Robarge was optimistic about
the weekend and hopes to continue
this program at upcoming Parents'
Weekends.
Sophomore Joanna Naumes,
vice president of Mask and Dagger, said the club members led
tours of both Johnson and
Hennessy Theaters in the Paul
Creative Arts Center (PCAC).
According to Naumes, the parents
arrived on a "tech weekend" for
the upcoming play "How to Sueceed in Business Without Really
Trying." This gave them a behindthe-scenes view of theater preparations.
Naumes said it's important for
parents to feel "comfortable" in
PCAC.

"PCAC is a very hard place to
get around and I think it's important for parents to know where it
is, and know where their children
go," Naumes said.
Naumes said perhaps getting
the parents "to see the theater will
encourage them to come to the
shows as well." At least 75 people
were expected for this year's tour.
Naumes said she hopes to continue
the program in upcoming years.
The Human Nutrition Center
took more of a hands-on approach
for Parents' Weekend. Parents
were able to conduct an individualized one-day dietary analysis and
participate in other health-conscious activities in sessions run by
Caroline Giles, a registered dietician.
There were two sessions with
a limit of 20 people per session.
The dietary analysis was the main
activity of the session, which re-

quired parents to fill out forms
indicating their food preferences
and personal intake. The information was processed on computers and then each parent receivedan individualized print-out.
Giles said the diet analysis will
not be "as precise as a more indepth observation," but will give
the participants a general idea of
their diet "We want to share what
wedo here and inform the parents,"
Giles said.
The session included other activities: weighing and measuring
parents; demonstrating skin fold
testing by using calipers to determine body fat; showing food
models for portion size and conducting a "balance test." Giles said
the balance test gives a general
energy requirement based on responses to questions about height,
weight, gender, frame size and
activity level.
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Plans for the new
science building
evolving slowly
By Erin Whitehead
TNH Staff

The new Biological Sciences
Center is not expected to be completed for another four years because of a change in funding from
$52 million to approximately $30
million.
The center will contain space
for safer and updated equipment
and facilities as well as research
space, labs, offices and classrooms.
Now that the budget has been
changed, everything concerning
the center has to be reconsidered,
according to Victor Azzi, associate vice president of Campus
Planning.
Exactly what kind of space
the new center will provide has to
be reconsidered because of the
funding change, Azzi said. "We
can't just say let us make three
fifths of the 52 million project. ..
we have to reconsider everything."
The new building is necessary
because "the laboratories that are
needed to serve the needs of research in the latter part of this
century and into the next century
don't exist on this campus at this
time." Azzi said.
Azzi said the project was restructured because of the state of
the economy. It was decided, in
conjunction with President
Nitzschke and the Chancellor's
office, to cut the budget back to
$30 million. $15 million will be
provided by the state, Azzi said, as

long as the University can gather
the other half of the funds needed
from non-state sources. According
toAzzi, getting some of the money
from federal sources is a possibility as well.
According to an executive
summary of the UNH Biological
Sciences Center Program, "The
tools of contemporary biology require clean, environmentally-controlled space, with adequate waste
disposal and containment, and
consistent results."
The existing space in Spaulding,
Kendall,Nesmith, and Taylor Halls
"does not come close to meeting
contemporary standards.
"One of the primary objectives of constructing a new Biological Sciences Center is to bring
together in one facility COLSA
[College of Life Sciences and Agriculture] administration and its
major research and teaching departments," according to the summary.
John Naegele, the Hubbard
Brothers Chair for biological sciences, who is involved with some
planning and finance of the new
building, said the 800 undergraduates in the College ofLife Sciences
expect to be competitive when they
graduate.
"It is hard to guarantee that
(competitiveness) with the kinds
of facilities we now have. "Naegele
said.
According to Naegele, UNH
can do well in providing theory
and "book learning" for its stu-

Prospective plans for the Biological Sciences Center (Amy Kinsella photo).

dents, but also needs to expose
them to contemporary hands-on
experience. He called the current
facilities, now spread throughout
five buildings, "marginally safe
and terribly inconvenient."
Naegele said the research and
teaching programs included in the
new building will be molecular,
cellular, devel_opmental and
regulatory biology.
There are several sites under
consideration for the new Biological Sciences Center, Azzi said.
When the estimated budget for the
program was $52 million, plans
were leaning toward a location
that would connect Nesmith and
Kendall Halls.
However, with the budget
change, many sites are still being

considered, including A-lot, Memorial Field (behind Snively
Arena), the bookstore parking lot,
and the area behind the field house
close to the baseball field.
Azzi said if the Nesmith/
Kendall site werechosen,Nesmith
would probably require renovations. Spaulding would also need
renovations if the bookstore parking lot site was chosen.
The site decision will be
reached within six months, Azzi
said. He said the final decision
will be made by Nitzschke, based
on recommendations from the
campus planners and the architects. Nitzschke will take into account the needs of the Life Sciences and Agriculture program,

and also the needs of the campus
as a whole.
Naegele said he had no preference at this time as to where the
new building should go, but said it
should be put where it will be
"most compatible for teaching and
research."
The architectural firm
Ellenzweig Associates of Cambridge, Ma. has been chosen to
design the new Biological Sciences
Center, according to Azzi, but "it' 11
be a while before we draw plans."
"All we're doing now and into
the future, we're doing within the
context of a comprehensive master plan for the University," Azzi
said. The master plan is still being
formed, Azzi said.

Channel 11 receives
budget cuts from USNH
By David Clement
TNH Staff

Like many businesses, the public television station WENH, Channel 11, has felt
the recession and responded with budget
cuts.
A sharp drop in donations from businessesand privatecitizenscauseda$240,000
cut in the station's budget for this fiscal
year, according to WENH Public Relations
Officer Dorothy Menhegan.
Menhegan said the state's 3.3 percent
funding decrease in fiscal year 1991 had
little impact mt.he budget cuts. The decrease
in state spending resulted in a cut of about 1
percent of WENH's $5.56 million budget
for the 1991 fiscal year.
As an independent organization within
Channel 11, WENH, faces a loss in funding (Ryan Mercer photo).
the University System of New Hampshire,
WENH is responsible for absorbing any
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - drop in funding it might experience, ac-

cording to Fred Schnur, vice president of
Finance and Administration for UNH.
Schnur said trustees of the University System allot a finite amount of money every
year to each member of the system. The
trustees distribute increases and cuts evenly
throughout the system, Schnur said.
The station will receive an increase of
approximately 3 percent in state funding
this year. This figure is close to the figure
Channel 11 received in the 1990 fiscal year.
Although membership drives have increased the number of members to 33,000
this year, Menhegan said the figure is deceiving. The average donation has decreased
$9, from $54 to $45.
The number of businesses underwriting programs has increased as well. "We
have more businesses underwriting programs than we ever have," Menhegan said,
"but they're not giving as much as they once
were."
WENH,page7
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Wil~~~~ffl~!~1l~!f~ Controversial
Bush Announces Nuclear
Arms Cutbacks

On Friday night, President Bush announced that all
U.S. battlefield nuclear weapons will be eliminated.
This includes all land-bases nuclear weapons in Europe, all short-range nuclear weapons on ships and
submarines, and the MX missles. Although some
nuclear weapons, the B-52 bomber and the Star Wars
defense system will remain, this will be the most
significant change in nuclear forces since the anns
race began over 40 years ago. Bush said that the
collapse of communism and the end of the Cold War
inspired the new arms plan. President Gorbachev of
the Soviet Union has praised Bush's plan and signaled
willingness to start cutbacks of Soviet weapons. Britain
and France have also announced plans to reduce their
nuclear weapons.

Panel Reaches Deadlock
On Thomas
On Friday, the Senate Judiciary Committee, with a
vote of 7-7, refused to confirm the Supreme Court
nomination of Judge Clarence Thomas. It will now be
up to the full Senate to vote on the nomination.
Although support for Thomas has been decreasing,
observers say the opposition will fall well short of the
51 percent needed to defeat him. This has been the
first ever deadlock on a Supreme Court nomination.

Colonel Found Guilty In
El Salvador Murders
Ina trial late Saturday night, Col. Guillermo Benavides
In a trial late Saturday night, Col. Guillermo Benavides
of the Salvadoran Army was convicted of the murder
of six Jesuit priests, their cook and her daughter. In
November of 1989, Benavides ordered a patrol of
soldiers to kill the priests; the actual gunmen were not
convicted of any crime. The decision is a legal
milestone in El Salvador: it is the first time an army
officer has been punished for crimes against civilians.
The case went to trial under pressure from the U.S.
Congress, as a condition for continuing aid to the
government of El Salvador.

Iraq Frees U.N. Inspectors
On Friday, Iraq agreed to let United Nations weapons
inspectors leave the Baghdad parking lot where they
had been detained for the past four days. They will
also be allowed to take documents relating to Iraq's
nuclear weapons program. This ends the standoff
between the UN and Iraq, which until now has been
interfering with UN inspections of its weapons. The
weapons inspections, required by the terms of the
cease-fire that ended the Gulf War, will now continue
as planned. The military force prepared by President
Bush, including two Patriot missle batallions that
were dispatched to Saudi Arabia, will not be needed if
Iraq continues to cooperate with the inspectors.

Zaire Dictator Agrees To
Share Power
President Mobutu Sese Seko, who has held absolute
power in Zaire for the past 26 years, agreed on Monday
to form a new coalition government with opposition
leader Etienne Tshisekedi. Rioting and protests against
Mobutu; started by angry unpaid soldiers, have killed
117 people in Zaire since last Monday, and fighting
will likely continue since many people oppose Mobutu
even as part of a coalition government. Mobutu,
whose govemmentreceivedaidfrom the United States,
is accused of taking government funds for himself
while leaving his country impoverished.
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Cake Virtuoso

1970 SBP will
speak at UNH

By Karen Kearney
TNH Staff
A former student body president will give
student senators and administrators a taste of the
70s.
Mark Wefers, e;x-Student Body President and
1973 graduate, will speak at the student senators'
orien talion dinner on Oct. 14, according to Student
Body President Malinda Lawrence.
Wefers was an activist in the 70s. He said he
hoped his experiences in the 70s would help students in the 90s.
Wefers was among other student leaders who
invited three members of the controversial "Chicago Seven" - Abbie Hoffman, David Dellinger
and Jerry Rubin - to speak in an anti-war demonstration on campus in 1970. The senate planned on
using the Student Activity Fee to pay for the speakers, but some faculty and students objected. The
members agreed to attend for free.
The UNH trustees got a court order restricting
the speakers from speaking after 6:30 p.m. The
speakers arrived late and spoke in the evening to
prove that free speech cannot be limited to the
daytime. The demonstration was attended by 80
percent of the student body.
After the rally, Wefers was arrested by a federal marshal. He was taken to court, convicted and
fined. He appealed the decision. Approximately
2,000 students signed a petition saying they wanted
to be co-defendants, but the court refused the
request. Wefers was acquitted in a Boston court.
The ruling became a landmark case of free speech,
saying speech cannot be restricted to daytime.
Wefers works for the New Hampshire Divisaying speech cannot be restricted to daytime.
Wefers works for the New Hampshire Division of Human Services. He said he is excited to be
. coming back to UNH.
Wefers said UNH students take tuition hikes
seriously. "Students are getting hammered with
tuition hikes," Wefers said. "Maybe they should
hire a lobbyist from Concord to do something
about it."
Student Body Vice President Sue Reid said
Wefers opposed the Board of Trustees by standing
up for what he believed in. She said Wefers's
actions show senators "it's not all tedious work.
Things actually happen."

Imagine the wildest cake possible, any size, shape or flavor,
then call the new company Cake
Virtuoso to bake it for you.
then call the new company Cake
Virtuoso to bake it for you.
Heidi Creighton, the
company's originator, thought the
college community of Durham
would be a prime market for her
innovative creations. Compared to
similar small bakeries in the area
who charge about $12 per ordinary cake, the Cake Virtuoso
charges a flat fee of $15 for any
creative cake. The bonus is free

delivery within 24 hours of ordering.
Creighton created the company not only because she enjoys
Creighton created the company not only because she enjoys
baking, but also because she
needed relief from the high stress
of her public relations job. When
asked whether she thought she
would be flooded with orders, she
did not seem too concerned. "I
work mostly by word of mouth,
and I don't advertise too extensively," she added.
Compiled by Catherine Fahy

See relating story on Wefers' old days, page 24

UNH sees hike in number
of in-state transfer students
By Lynda Marshall
TNH Staff
Bridget Hubbard now feels as if
she is at a real university. After two
years of attending Bryant College in
Rhode Island, Hubbard decided to return to New Hampshire, switch her
major from business to English and
finish her college education at UNH.
Hubbard is just one of approximately 500 New Hampshire residents
who transferred to UNH from an outof-state school this semester, according
to Dean of Admissions Stanwood Fish.
There are roughly 630 transfer students
at UNH this year.
Hubbard, who is from Nashua, said
she decided to attend Bryant College
because of its reputation of being a
good business school. She said she left
Bryant because she was dissatisfied

with her courses.
"I was not impressed with the
courses or the professors at Bryant College," Hubbard said. "I decided on UNH
because of its English program and it
offers better courses."
Fish said the number of in-state
transfer students has steadily increased
in the past couple of years. Last year,
there were 413 in-state transfer students,
compared to 309 students in 1987.
''The average number of in-state
transfer students in the 1980s was roughly
340," said Fish, "but this year we have
already reached an estimated 500."
Fish believes there are several
factors contributing to the increase in
transfer students, but the economy and
the quality of a UNH education are two
factors he is increasingly aware of.
"I received letters from students
who were attending an out-of-state
school and said they had former class-

mates who told them that UNH was a
very positive experience, and for several
thousand dollars less," Fish said.
Hubbard said her top reason for
leaving Bryant College was due to her
disappointment with her courses, but
saving $10,000 a year was an added
incentive.
According to Fish, there were
problems accepting transfer students in
the past because their interests were for
such popular majors as communications
and psychology, but he said there is a
"better balance now. . . enrollment is
very positive for the different schools."
Hubbard is very pleased with the
size of the University, as well as her
decision to leave Bryant College and
finish her college education at UNH.
"Bryant College had 3,000 students.
It felt like high school," Hubbard said. "I
like UNH very much. I'm attending a
real university now."
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What do you hope researchers
discover about Bronze Age life
from the 4,000 year-old man
found in Austria?

Doug Gage
Environmental
Conservation
Junior

Mara FitzPatrick

Carl Asilcainen
Anthropology
Sophomore

Linguistics
Junior

"I hope they find out that he came from
Africa It's a common belief that man
came from Europe and not from Africa.
That comes from those old Eurothinkers. I heard he had an ax and arrows
with him. That's so cool!"

"I'd be interested to find out what it was
like to live back then. I'm a linguistics
major and I know they were trying to
find out when speach started with only
a skull. With a whole body they should
be able to find out a lot more."

Kristen Blake
Zoology
Junior

Stephanie Reynolds
Biology
Freshman

Marc Payeur

Business
Administration
Junior

"I'd like to know that we didn't evolve
from monkeys. If I could go back to when
he was alive, I'd like to ask him about how
he lived and what he ate. All I can think of
is that maybe they'll make a new cartoon
character out of him."

"I'd like to know how they evolved and
how they coincided with the environment.
I'd also µtee to know how they worked to
survive."

"I'd like to know how he was able to
survive way back tnen when it's so hard
for us to adapt now."

compiled by Wendy Walsh

"I'd like to know if our perceptions
about pre-historic life are true. Basically
I'd like to know about how they looked
and what their habits were."
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recognized as best new
By George Fairbairn
TNH Staff

Members of the UNH chapter
of the Golden Key National Honor
Society were presented an award
for best new chapter at the national convention this summer in
Atlanta. Ga.
This year, 168 new chapters
joined the national organization.
According to Carolyn Tacy, advisor to the UNH chapter, only about
seven chapters received the award.
The award requires that the
chapter be no more than one full
year old. The new chapter must
exceed the expectations for activity and organization.
The Golden Key National
Honor Society is a non-profit student academic program. Its function is to provide academic recognition, leadership opportunities
and scholarships for its members.
Membership is by invitation
only. The names of eligible students are obtained from the
Registrar's Office and then letters
are sent out to those juniors and
seniors who have a cum of 3.30 or
better. The UNH chapter has over
100 members. Once a member. a
student is a member for life.
The current officers of the
Golden Key are President Jessica
Casavant, Secretary Donna
Ferguson and Treasurer Sharon

Levine.
Levine said Golden Key was
Tacy said some of the honor involvedinanotherprogramcalled
society's activities include work- Shadow Days. Members of the
ing for the Humane Society, vol- Golden Key will take high school
unteering their services at the Red students around UNH for a day.
Cross Blood Drive and being in- :High school students will have the
volved in a program called "Best chance to see where their interests
of America."
lie. Levine said the students get to
The Best ofAmerica program see more than they would on a
inyolves members visiting el- standard co\}ege tour.
ementary schools to give talks.
"The Golden Key is more than
The students talk about being drug- just another honor society," Levine
free and about their goals as college said. She hopes this year it will
students, as well as how they're become a better-known organizaachieving these goals.
tion on campus.

Course benefits students, community
By Kate Lynch
TNH Reporter

Many students have found the Physical
Education Department's Emergency
Medical Training (EM1) class to be a satisfying and worthwhile program.
Ken Hult, the class instructor and program coordinator, brought the class to UNH
in 1983. Since then, the course has grown
tremendously. Holt's class gives both fulltime and part-time students the opportunity
to learn lifesaving and medical treatment
procedures.
The program has become a recognized
facet of the University curriculum. "It provides a valuable service to the citizens of
New Hampshire," Hult said.
In cooperation with the growing outreach program here on campus, the class
works as a steppingstone to local volunteer

programs. After completing the class, many
students work on the Durham volunteer
emergency vehicles, while others join departments throughout the seacoast and surrounding areas.
"While Portsmouth, Exeter and some
of the larger towns have full-time emergency
fire and medical teams, towns like Durham,
Lee, Barrington, Northwood, and the like,
are dependent upon the volunteer," Hult
said.
Without both the University class and
the generosity and service of the volunteers,
many New Hampshire communities would
be in severe need of help, according to Hult.
Hult's teaching style and his commitment to quality class time has made him an
extremely popular and well respected instructor.
"I really enjoy Ken's teaching because
of how he stresses the practice time," said
Mark Pearson, a junior. "The practice takes

the scary aspects of EMT work out"
While many students are training for
various emergency duties, students have
different goals for taking the class.
Randy Healy enjoys the class and is
excited about having learned another aspect
of emergency care. Healy, a part-time student, needs the class for fire fighting.
Heather Flint, a senior, found the class
interesting and thought it was, "a good thing
to do ...I'll always have the training if I'm
ever in a situation where help may be
needed."
Hult said, "The more people out there,
the safer the community."
Another aspect of Hult's program includes lectures and informational sessions
with groups on campus. Hult has worked
with the cafeteria staff, house keeping and
many student organizations. He will soon
be holding a seminar with hotel administration students.
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Psychologist
Judith Jordan

"

Director of Women's studies at Mclean
Hospital
Instructor at the Harvard Medical School
will give a talk entitled:

I

"A Relational Perspective of
Women's Develop~ent"

Thursday, Oct. 3 3:45-5:00
Conant Hall room 101
Dr. Jordan has written about the role of
empathy in women's development and
has just published a book entitled:
Women's Growth in Connection:
Writings from the Stone Center.
Please come to learn about a new
theory of women's development, and
stay for a reception with Dr. Jordan
following the talk.
·'
It..

Sponsered by the Undergraduate
Psychology Organization
Funded by PFO

~

/

OO®LW~®wJfim~ il®Wil
Register from October 2-9 from 12-4pm
in the MUB o.r CAB Office (136A)
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Mast Road
now closed to
through traffic
Delivery vehicles, farm machinery, buses, horses, and pedestrians all travel along what
Samuels said was "basically a
Due to what Durham small, country road."
"It has gotten to the point
Public Works Director Skip Grady
labelled as "a complex traffic where the capacity of the road has
problem," town officials recently been exceeded," Grady said. "It
(Mast~oad) no longer is adequate
established
an emergency ordinance that has to safely carry that traffic, from an
closed Mast Road to through traf- engineering standpoint."
Samuels said the Durham
fic.
"It all started when I proposed Town Council "had to act once the
to do something with the inter- - safety issue was up."
The ordinance, which lasts
section of Mast Road and Route
4," said Grady. The proposal raised two months, was described by
the issue of traffic problems in Grady as "not the best solution,
Durham, which led to a more in- but an interim solution, which
should accelerate a real solution."
depth review, he said.
Samuels said both the town
The review concluded that the
use of Mast Road had "become and the University should have
very intense and was projected to planned sooner to solve the probget worse," according to Durham lem, but that the two are now
Town Council Chairperson Pat working together to find a longterm solution.
Samuels.
A nine-member-'c ouncil
The ordinance has resulted in
scheduling changes for the cam- composed of both town and University officials will meet on Oct.
pus shuttle routes.
Many years of development 1 to come up with possible solualong Mast Road led to an increase tions to the problem. 'Tm sure it
in traffic. "The development goes will be resolved, it's just a quesback some period of time," said tion of the right dialogue," said
Grady. "Barton Hall, the A-Lot Samuels. "It would be nice to
expansion, the Day Care Center involve the students and profesand Gables Way have added traf- sors, since this certainly affects
fic to the area that wasn't there 15 them."
The biggest effect the closing
years ago."

By Lisa Sandford
TNH Staff

Traffic is temporarily restricted from Mast Road (Amy Kinsella photo).

L-.----- --------- --------- --------- ------'
of Mast Road is having on students involves the campus shuttle.
According to Pat Miller, associate
vice president of Facilities, another shuttle bus has been added
to the route, bringing the total to
three.
The new route and schedule
have been worked out. "There
shouldn't be any more confusion,"
Miller said. ''Things were probably a little confused while we
were working out the schedule,
but once people get used to it, it'll
be okay."

Town and Campus takes a
stand against Durham thefts
fore."
Gangwer said the reasoning behind the
By Tareah Fischer
TNH Staff .
policy was "to let people know that it is not
just us who are affected. Citizens and othThe owner of Town and Campus has ers are hurt. Someone must have seen them
enacted a policy to protest recent thefts in [the thefts] happen. I am trying to make a
point. This is our day of protest."
Durham.
Some students had mixed reactions
Last week, Jesse Gangwer, owner of
Town and Campus on Main Street, briefly toward the policy. "As an out-of-state stustarted a policy of not cashing checks that dent, I don't have a bank account nearby.
Myonlymeansofcashi ngacheckisthrough
exceeded $10.
Although Gangwer is no longer imple- Town and Campus," said Susie Ciccanesi,
menting the policy, he is offering a cash a sophomore. "I don't really agree with
reward for information leading to the arrest what he did because it must have inconveand conviction of anyone involved in the nienced many students in getting cash for
the weekend."
thefts.
"It'sridiculous,"saidDanelleChereck,
Gangwer, also the owner of the Red
Carpet flower shop and the Classic Cone a UNH student. "It's not a solution to the
ice cream shop, enacted the policy to pro- problem because it's not the way to find
test three thefts in particular: a fence rail in out The two incidents are unrelated."
Some students favored Gangwer's
front of 17 Madbury Rd., a table from
on
protest, however. UNH freshman Todd
Classic Cone, and two trees from a porch
Feltman said, "It's not an inconvenience.
Faculty Road.
Gangwer said his action is not unfa- It's his way of making people understand
miliar to the Durham community. "Similar that this is one big community.
"In this type of community," Feltman
incidents have happened a number of times
"sometimes we all have to suffer the
said,
before and I have offered similar rewards.
consequences."
beThe items were returned. It worked

The new shuttle route origi- . resident. "Ittookmeahalfhour to
nates at the Mast Road Lot, goes get to class."
Siobahn Tully, another Gables
to Child Care, A-Lot, the Gables,
around Campus, back to A-Lot resident, said, "It doesn't make
and the Gables, then starts over any sense to go all the way down
to Mast Road and Child Care all
again at Mast Road Lot.
Miller said, "I haven't gotten the time. It's ridiculous. But the
any complaints about the new shuttle itself is great."
Miller said passengers need
route and schedule."
Some students, however, feel to become familiar with the new
there are a few problems with the schedule and route to make their
shuttle trips go smoothly. "Right
shuttle.
"Yesterday I took the longest now, it (the running of the shuttle)
shuttle ride of my life, " said is going as well as it can go," he
Michelle Wlodyka, a Gables' said.
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9 Madbury Road
(next to Scorpio's)
46

Sign ups for Senior
portraits will be held
from Oct 7 - 1 8 outside
room 125 in the MUB.

Open 7 days a week
11 a.m to 10 p.m.
Free delivery 7 days
5 to 10 p.m._
(We deliver ice cream too!)

1
~~

-;:~~3r-:~~=r~~i:~:;~m:~
The photo sittings will be

from

•
······················································•¥

:•
:

CHICKEN FINGERS
AND SPICY FRIES
ONLY $4.25 WITH THIS
COUPON
ICE HOUSE TOO

9-5, Oct 21- Nov 1 and

$7 .00 CASH

cost

for the basic silting.

Restaurant
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

(expanded packages are avai 1ab 1e)

'Don't get !forgotten...
SIGN UP!

UNIVERSITY PICNIC
Tuesday, October 1, 3:30-6:30 pm, T-Hall Lawn
Faculty, staff aJnd families, students, and community leaders are invited
to the University Picnic for food and fun!
The Student Senate will be hosting a dunking booth . . Among those featured
will be the following "good sports":
DALE NITZCHKE President
MELINDA LAWRENCE Student Body President
DAN DiBIASIO

Interim Vice President SCOTT CHESNEY
for Students Affairs

ART SMART

A~sistant Dea_n to~ Students,
Director Res1dentJal Program

Ticketer Extraardinaire,
Supervisor Parking Lot Control

OTHER EXCITING ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:
Live

Music &

Entertainment

WUNH
Local Bands
The NH Gentlemen
The Notables
COSA
Judo Club
Fencing Club
Gymnastic team

MORE fv10RE fv10RE!!I

Games

& Activities
•
Bobbing for Apples (Alpha Phi)
Giant Twister (CAB)
Basketball Toss (Basketball teams)
Hockey Shoot (Hockey teams)
Soccer Shoot (Soccer Teams)
Egg Toss (Animal Science Club)
Palm Reading Booth (MUSO)
Raffles (Food Co-op Group)
Face Painting (Catholic S.O.)
Children's Games (Rec Sports)

fv10RE rvDRE rvDRE!!!

(In case of inclement weather the picnic will be cancelled}
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HIT THE ROAD AND
HEAD FOR THE CITY!

·The Dynasty II

Try Trailways To:

Chinese Restaurant
r.: ,:;;; ~

DOWNTOWN BOSTON!
Same-Day Round Trip:
Unrestricted
Student-Round Trip:

only

s1 s.oo

only

s18.00

11/J!J\.,

ti
?®_>
·" -Buffet·

Also Try Trailways Service to
Logan Airport, Portland, ME
Hartford, CT and New York City/

All You Can Eat!

~~Jjfffj;J9RA/LWAYS

$4.95

Saturday, Sunday 12-3

Your Best Bus to Boston!

Call

•►

w

(in the Durham area)
s:oo pm to retaurant c1osing time.

Sunday through Saturdayfor
868-~00 orders of $10.00 or more.

868-5634
·

◄►

For orders to go!

Nishiki ~ B i c y c l e s
Made in U.S.A

-+

FREE DELIVERY

742-5111

Haro

-►

►

50A Main Street
Downtown Durham

868-7097

~

The best . ~
Chinese too~ this/
side of China
·

. Dynasty Chinese
-Restaurant' Mill Rd. Plaza
Durham, NH

.

H

DURHAM BIKE PEITEE BROOK DURHAM NH 03824

BE RADICA L ..

H►

◄►

◄►

+►
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•►
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TALK ABOUT AIDS

AIDS AWARENESS WEEK 9/29-10/4
Schedule of Events
Sun 9/29 Walk of Hope, 10 a.m. Memorial Park,
Manchester
AIDS, AIDS* 7 p.m. Stoke, 6th floor lounge
Mon 9/30 'The Last Laugh"; A movie which asks: What's

so funny about AIDS? 12 noon-2p.m. Carroll
Room,MUB
Living with AIDS 7p .m. Scott Hall
Tues 10/1 The Quilt; panels from the quilt will be

displayed 10-4 Carroll Belknap Room, MUB

Wed 10/2 "Long Time Companion" 12-2, Carroll room,
MUB
Living with AIDS 7p.m. Christianson. C-Tower
Basement
Thurs 10/3 "Imagine This", a movie about a college
student with HIV infection, 12-2 Carroll
Room, MUB
AIDS, AIDS*, 7p.m. Christianson 2-Alounge
AIDS, AIDS*, 8:30 p.m., Alexander Hall
Fri 10/4 "Common Threads", a movie about the
quilt, 12~ 2 Carroll room, MUB

*All individuals desire sex; Aware individuals demand Safety

SPECIA L SHOWIN G:
The Names Project Boston Displays panels
THE QUILT the Quilt to honor those who have died from

*

*

from

complications related to AIDS

Tuesday, October 1 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Carroll Belknap Room Memorial Union
Building
Sponsored by Health Education and Promotion, Health Services
For more informaton, call 862-3823
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,,,,-~ . The s_eacoast's Only Bagel Bakery
~

LSAT

GMAT

GRE

Test Your Best
Classes Forming Now

Stanley H. Kaplan
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

■
■

•
■

WE ARE NOW SERVING DELI
PLATTERS
CLASSIC HAM & CHEESE PLATTER

Serves 20-25
Hearty servings of Baked Virginia Ham
and Domestic Swiss.
always popular!

1

DELI - DELUX PLATTER
■

Serves 20-25
A combo of Baked Virginia Ham, Extra
Lean Corned Beef, Freshly Baked
Turkey Breast, Imported Provolone
and Domestic Swiss.
A real crowd pleaser!
Please call 3 days in advance
Mill Road Plaza Durham

Classes Starting
now for
December and ·
January exams!

·

868-1424
M-F 6:30 - 7 pm S+ S 6:30 - 6 pm
19 Market St. Commercial Alley Portsmouth, NH

431-5853

For the location nearest you, call
800-KAP-TEST

ADVEllTISING DEADLINES
•Ads appearing in Friday's
paper must be in-by 1 p.m.
on Wednesday.
•Ads appearing in Tuesday's
paper must be in by 1 p.m.
on F-riday.
THESE DEADLINES WEllE
NOT MADE TO BE BllOKEN
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PSYCHOLOGY
MAJOR APPLICATIONS
The application period for qualified students who wish to declare psychology as
a (first or second) major during this semester will be October 4 - October 11.
·information sheets including qualification criteria are available in the Psychology
Department, Conant Hall 113, and in the UNH Advising Center, Hood House.
*Qualified provisional psychology majors who wish to confirm their major in
psychology must do so during the application period. See the UNH
Advising Center for details.

Ifs your move
WRITE FOR
THEFORUM

51 ,.
R ooml:
.
MUB. Or call
862.~14.9-0 a.nd
.•

.

as.k for Ali J .

The Student Senate currently has an opening for a

Hea ltll and
Hum an Ser vice s
CHA IR
PER SON

Duties include :

eWorking with the office of Health Education and Promotion
esupporting Safety efforts on a campus-wide scale

eMember of the Student Senate Executive Board.
Anyone interested should apply at the Student Senate office, rm 130,
MUB. For more info., contact Amy Papaisano u, 862-1494.

Applica tion deadlin e is Octobe r 4th.

Put in your 2¢ worth.
Write a letter to the editor or
to the Forum .
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The minority group UNH forgot
A campus oozing with political correctness is forgetting one thing.
After centuries of subjugation, women
and blacks have gained popular support in
their struggles for equality. Although they
still have a way to go, their movements are
generally considered legitimate and necessary.
Another movement, however, is still
struggling for popular acceptance. The
movement for the equality of gays and
lesbians is no more important than the
movements for women and blacks; it deserves to be recognized as an equally legitimate cause.
This University, however, has not shown
the same concern for this movement. Although the Affirmative Action program
helps increase the chances of employment
for women and racial minorities, and the
new Office of Multicultural Student Affairs

ETTERS
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.Elect the

President
To the editor:
The President of the University of New Hampshire (UNH)
should be elected by the students,
thefaculty,theadrninistration,the
alumni, and professors emeriti.
They should be able to do this
because the President's decisions
can harm them greatly. An elected
President is not likely to make a
decision that would unfairly harm
any member of his constituency.
Each students, vote should
be multiplied by .4 because the
student should have 40 percent of
the say in who is elected. Each
faculty members, vote should be
multiplied by .3 because the faculty shouldhave30percentof the
say in who is elected. Each administrators' vote should be
multiplied by .2 because the administrators should have 20 per
cent of the say in who is elected.
Alumni votes and professors
emeriti votes should be multiplied
by .05 because each group should
have 5 percent of the say in who
is elected. A person should not be
able to have more than one vote.
Students, faculty, administrators, alumni, and professors
emeriti should be able to vote for
anyone they want to. They should
also be able to impeach the
President of UNH.

helps racial minorities, there is no administrative office to help more than 1,000 students who are dealing directly with homosexuality.
The administrations recent exclusion of
the Campus Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Alliance from the OMSA is further proof that
this minority group is not supported by the
administration.
Vice President for Student Affairs Dan
DiBiasio was quoted by Foster's Daily
Democrat yesterday, explaining why the
group was excluded from the new University office. He stated, "The attempt was not
to exclude any group, but to focus on groups
that have no programs or support."
He continues by explaining that the University provides support programs through
Health Services and residential programs.
Homosexuality is not an issue that can be
treated. It deserves recognition as a cultureas the beliefs and behavior of a certain group.

Anyone who wants to run for
the position should not be kept
from doing so.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Scot Stremsky
UNHSenior

Students
should elect
To the editor:
The Vice President of Academic Affairs should be elected by
the undergraduate and the graduate students of the University of
New Hampshire (UNH). They
should be able to vote for anyone
they want. Anyone who wants to
run for the position should not be
kept from doing so. The students
should also be able to impeach the
Vice President of Academic Affairs.
The Vice President of Academic Affairs has a considerable
say in what happens in the academic and non academic lives of
UNH students. An elected Vice
President ofAcademic Affairs who
can be impeached will probably
not make or support decisions that
would harm students.
The Vice President of Academic Affairs should be able to
veto decisions that would adversely affect students, such as
mid-semester tuition increases,
elimination of departments, elimination of sports programs, and
changes in graduation requirements.
A VicePresidentofAcademic
Affairs elected by the students
would give them a greater say in

what happens to them at UNH
They deserve this say because they
supply UNH with the majority of
its funding.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Scot S tremsky
U.N .H. Senior

While issues involving blacks, women
and other minorities have been integrated
into academics, such as women's studies
and classes teaching about the history of
blacks in this country and around the world,
homosexuality is still being dealt with
through group discussions in the campus'
medical building.
Although administrators may have legitimate reasons for not including the campus' homosexual alliance in the OMSA,
they have no reason to believe they are
doing an adequate job addressing homosexuality on this campus.
It is unpopular to express racist views on
this campus, but it's all right to overtly
express prejudice against homosexuals. This
practice isn't as politically incorrect.
If the OMSA ,hasn't been created to
assist homosexuals on this campus, then an
office with that purpose has yetto be created.

Put in your 2¢ worth.
Write aletter to the editor or
to the Forum.
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• SHOWERS, DRFSSING AREA AND STEREO IN EAQI 1lJB ROOM•
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is looking for
. an artisic person with Page
Maker experience to lay
out the Arts
Pages. If you
are interest ed
stop by room
151 in the
MUB or call
862-149 0.
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Tuesday, October a·\,/J.i:VTuesday, October 8
10:00-2:00 Granite
. 10:00 - 2:00
· State Room, MUB
Strafford Room
60+ representatives
from variety of
i~f career fields~

Graduate and
Professional
Schools will be
represented ~

Ari' s & Enf 'erf 'ain
Aequalis:A combination of chainber
Inusic and new Ainerican music
Tamson Weston
TNHStatr
Hey! Pay attention! New American Music isn't limited to what is on your college
radic):station, and chamber music isn't limited to Chopin and Bach. Check out Aequalis,
it'll set you straight
Aequalisisoneofthefew groups of musiciansresponsil>le for its own management
Thus,.its members are not bound to someone else's idea of what their material should
inclu@ and what image to portray. They run their own business.
So what is this busines,sof new American music all about? The performance from
the onset differs from what one would expect from a chamber performance. Each piece
is given introduction not only in the program, but also by a perfonner on stage. Thus, the
audience has an idea of not only what the composer intended, but also what the performer
intends to bring to the piece.
The material itself also runs the gamut. The opening performance was of an
unusual piece _.,Cryptogram," which was a solo for percussion. It was by Armand
Qualliotine, a composer with limited exposure. The piece was helpful in that it established
the percussion section as a vehicle for melody as well as rhythm.
Next was some older material presented in a new way. ~Entitled "Jazz Suite,,. this
piece inc<>rporates three Duke Ellington tunes into one. The first section> "Fugueaditty';
(as the name suggests), begins in the classical fonn of the fugue, using three melody lines
from percussion, cello, and piano. As the movement progresses, these three merge into a
swinging. toe-tapping jazz tune with two instruments playing the melody line and the third

accoff!panying..

The first set ended with a piece entitled, "A Window Always Open by the Sea"
by Marilyn Shrude. There are seven distinct sections to this composition. Each begins
slowly and builds with an urgent, staccato type rhythm and then concludes with slow more
especially pronounced. There is a beautiful
even rhythm by the cello. Silences here
sense of tension felt in the pauses. This could only be achieved by the sense of timing
Aequalis shares as an ensemble.
In the second set, Martin Boykan had the opportunity to witness the performance
of his own piece, "Nocturne." This was written in the spirit of Chopin's Nocturne
especially for Aequalis. There are series of duets in this piece and only at the end does it
involve all three of these voices. It was Boykan 's intention that the piece would u allow the
instruments to articulate their diverse languages."
The performance was rounded off nicely with Chinary Ung's "Spiral." "Spiral"
uses elements of Eastern and Western music. Toe instruments and structure are Western,
but the way in which these are used are decidedly Eastern. The composer calls for new
methods, which create sounds similar to those found in Cambodian folk music. The cello
sings some high, sharp notes and at one point Fred Bronsten actually reaches within the
piano and plucks the strings.
Aequalis-is it chamber music or is it new American music? I'm convinced it can
'
be both. The music retains tqe personal feeling that one would expect from a chamber
perfonnance and incorporates new ideas, such as the personal introductions to each piece
and the eclectic collection of backgrounds from which Aequalis' material comes. So take
another listen to your radio station and ask yourself, "Is that all there is to new music?"
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o-man improvisational comedy team uses
By Bethany McCann
TNH Staff'
The walls of the MUB Pub rocked
with laughter Friday night at the Parents'
Weekend Comedy Night. The sold-out show,
sponsored by SCOPE, was one of the many
specialeventsputonfortheparents.Improv,
a two-man improvisational comedy team,
made up by Dave Wtorkowski and Al
Samuels, had the whole place going.
The show started with the duo
making up a dialogue with scraps ofsayings,

words and jokes given to them on pieces of
paper by the audience. As they acted out the
scene, which was about a librarian meeting
a fish in the laundromat, they each would
take out a suggestion ang put it right into the
dialogue, no matter how ludicrous. The
subjects of the scene went from Jeffrey
Dahmer jokes to George Bush's remarks
about the economy. The whole effect of the
scene was terrific with funny, nonsensical
sentences and quick responses.
The second act consisted of a dia-

logue between two other characters. The
audience helped make up the script The
ideas for the characters came from a headline from The New Hampshire. The headline was "Naughty Muppet Rumors." The
resulting scene was hilarious. Playing a
smoking Oscar the Grouch and a smurfeating Kermit the Frog, the two had the
audience make up the dialogue with them.
Just as they got to an important part of a
sentence, the comedians would stop and the
audience would insert a word or phrase to

complete the line. The audience really got
into it As aresultof someone's suggestions,
there was real tension between Oscar and
Kermit when Kennit found out that Miss
Piggy had been in Oscar's can.
The next two skits the duo did
were not as well done as the first two. One
had the two pretending to be Darth Vader;
the two answered all questions from the
audience in the character's voice, commenting about slam-dancing and L.L. Cool
J. The one good line from that scene was

nenf'

Jane Kaufmann and Kim Wintje'sGame
Plan for A Disposable World appears to
be the most jovial piece of work in the
exhibit The Artist and the Environment/
New Hampshire: A Collaborative
Response. The exhibit is on display now
through Oct. 20 in the Art Gallery in
PCAC (Courtesy photo).
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audience suggestions to create crazy diaIOgue
when Darth Vader commented on the croissants onPrincessLeia's head. The skitdidn 't
seem to work because the two didn't,really
know what the other was going to say. They
didn't know exactly what to do with Darth
Vader's voice, because both of them had
trouble doing it. The other skit was one in
which Mr. Rogers met Dr. Ruth on a game
show. Although in spots the skit was funny,
it really seemed to lag in the middle, with
the jokes not working and the actors not sure
of how to make it better.

But the last skit made up for the
lagging ones. Making a list of different
emotions, kinds of movies and types of
over-the-counter drugs suggested by the
crowd, the two acted out a conversation
between a lawyer and a convict (also suggested by the audience). Samuels played the.
lawyer. As he talked to the Wtorkowski,
who played the convict, Wtorkowski would
say "stop," and then say one of the suggestions. The quick responses by Samuels, as
well as_Wtorkowski, were fantastic. Crazy

dialogue was the result.
Wtorkowski, who said his name is
pronounced "Smith,"after the show, said he
really enjoyed doing improvisational comedy in New England. In New England,
improv is not as easily seen as stand-up
comedy. "It's not like Chicago or somewhere like that," he said. "People see us and
then won't see improv for another couple of
years."
The two met in an improv class
while studying at Dartmouth College and

then decided they liked the improv comedy
enough to start performing it in the local
area. They began to perform at corporate
functions and other small meetings, as well
as the Dartmouth campus. As their succe
grew, they expanded into the rest of New
England, and have since performed in New
Jersey and Colorado. When they are notou
touring with their act, they teach six-wee
classes in improvisational comedy a
Hanover college.

-------------------------:-----------------------------------------.....,.J.
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Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.
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Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you expect them to be. Which is why you

should always pack your AT&T Calling Card.

□

It's all you neecl to make a call from almost anywhere to anywh€re.

Its the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And you'll be connected to the

reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T.

□

Plus if you get your Calling Card now, you'll also get a free hours

worth of AT&T long distance calling.* And you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products ~d

services designed to save students time and money. □ The AT&T Calling Card. Its the best route to wherever you're going.

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4812.
*Good fof one hour of diled-dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective 2/16/91 . Offer limited to one $8.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate
. per student. Offer valid through June 30, 1992.
©1991 AT&T
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The New Racism:

More discussion of Affirmative Action
By Eric C. Gregoire and Christopher A. Wight, Class of '94
The recent nomination of Judge Thomas to the Supreme Court has stirred the waters of our country's melting
pot, and has helped illuminate a new racism-one that is all
the more frightening because it is so deeply ingrained in out
society. The recent editorial by Adam Oertly (INH Sept.
17) is a blatant example of this malignant tumor on the
buttocks of our society.
For some Americans, Judge Thomas' story and views
confirm what they have long suspected: that minorities in
this country-most notably African-Americans-have an
unfair advantage over the rest of us folks. Our country's
"free for all" economic system teaches us from the day
we 're born that we must compete to be the best, to have all
the marbles at the end of the
game. Thus, Affirmative Action poses a threat to many
people. College-bound students
are frustrated that minorities
may have an "easier" time getting accepted by colleges; employers are frustrated because
they struggle to find minority
workers with proper training to
fill their quotas in the workplace. Taxpayers are upset
because they have to give up some of their precious marbles
to these others who have none. The questions many people
want answer~ is: When does it end? When are we equal?
How long do I have to pay for it?
To them, Judge Thomas is living proof that the white
man no longer needs to feel guilty about what his ancestors
did to the black man. Judge Thomas has proven that the
black man can indeed Make It For many, this eases a
tremendous burden; since anyone can Make It now, no one
needs my marbles. Italians can ~ake It. Hispanics can
Make It Everybody knows the Japanese can Make It. All
anyone has to do is work hard. After all, America was built
on hard work, right? Anyone who doesn't make it must
therefore not want to work hard If an overwhelming
number of African-Americans haven't made it in this great
Land of Opportunity, it must be because they are lazier, as
a race, than the rest of us. They must~livingon welfare
and in inner city slums.
If you are nodding your head at this point, you are a
victim, or perhaps a proponent of, the New Racism. This
racism is based upon a misinterpretation of the philosophy
behind Affirmative Action. The basis of this misinterpretation is that we are helping African-Americans now to
make up for what we, as a society, did to them in the past.
In actuality, this is the~ of the inequality, and that is its
only link to the present-day situation. What Affirmative
Action is trying to fix is the~ of that historical cause,
the inequality that exists today. As James Brown sings, "I
don't want nobody to take care of me-open up the door- I'll
get it myself." This from the Hardest Working Man in Show
Business. The door he sings of is that of opportunity, which,
contrary to what many believe, is not equal for all today. If
it were, if the door were open, then there would be no need
for Affirmative Action. The truth is, however, that a
distressingly disproportionate percentage of AfricanAmericans (and most minorities) are living in poverty. And

while it is true that the percentage of upper-class
African-Americans has increased slightly since the
60's (for example: Judge Thomas), there is still virtually no African-American middle class. This is not a
guilt trip or a historical issue, it is very much a problem
of today's society and just plain fact.
In his editorial, Adam Oertly states that Affirmative Action is an unneeded measure which breeds
"unwarranted hatred between classes of people who
are really equal under natural law as one group resents
the other being preferred by 'society' due to judicial
activism." This is all fine and well, except of course
that natural law is a ~
(albeit a very nice one), and
therefore the "equality" that
he speaks of exists only in a
theoretical natural state. In
our society, however, it does
not Hence, we must strive
to achieve this equality, and
Affirmative Action is one
way in which we are at least
attempting to do so.
Another interesting opinion which Adam holds is that advocates of Affirmative
Action "persistently dwell on a collectivist mentality
that woman and minority groups must be 'helped' as
a group on account of being just these sorts of race and/
or gender class specifications." He then goes on to call
these specifications "superficial, if not trivial." This is
absolutely ridiculous. Affirmative Action, is essence,
has nothing to do with race or gender-it exists to help
people who have been forced into disadvantaged social situation. Are physically challenged people, who
are included in Affirmative Action, helped because of
trivial "race and/or gender class specifications"? We
think not. We are also curious to know whether Adam
would find either his sex or his race "superficial, if not
trivial" if he were, let's say, a black woman?
The New Racism, simply stated, is the paranoia in
our society that disadvantaged groups are after our
hard-earned marbles and aren't willing to work for
their own. The proponents of the New Racism believe
that this laziness is inherent within these groups, and
thus Affirmative Action does nothing more than encourage them to keep taking from society without
giving anything back. In truth, Affirmative Action
exists to bring about an equality of opportunity. It
exists to open the door of opportunity to those who've
never had it. Like the proponents of the New Racism,
we hope to see Aff"rrmative Action come to an end in
the very near future, butforextremelydifferentreasons.
We believe that Affirmative Action should continue
until ends naturally. That is, when and if it achieves its
goal of equality of opportunity. When opportunities
are available naturally for competent people in a
percentage accurately reflecting that of the population,
regulation on hiring (ie: quotas) and other such measures will no longer be necessary, and will therefore
cease to exist.

OKAY! So you're really busy.
But an opinion is a t~rrible thing to waste.
Look, Forum articles do not have to be political in nature. Fresh new ideas, zany
angles on life, and anything that is interesting to you are subjects worth reading
about. Political cartoons are welcomed. "Political correctness" is not mandatory.
Articles should be no longer than 2-3 double-spaced, typewritten pages. Please ·
include your name, address and phone number. Submit to Room 151 in the
MUB.
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TOUCH STONES
Chaplains' Reflections
By Mary Westfall
Thedusthassettledabitafterthefranticandfast-paced
days that always accompany the start-up of the academic
year. The return of students and faculty, classes going fullswing, first-year students finding their way, administrators
having been shuffled
around, all have contributed to making the month
of September, one filled
with energy, anticipation,
and, at times, chaos. As
this year begins, those first
few words from Charles
Dickens's "A Tale of Two
Cities" come to mind ..."It
was the best of times. It
was the worst of times."
For truly we find ourselves poised in a similar balance,
at least in regard to extremes. We at UNH are living in the
bestoftimes,mostrecentlyhighlightedbythepowerfuland
passionate presence of Her Excellency Benazir Bhutto,
who ignited sparks of hope and are-dedication to justice for
many who heard her words. A time when many within our
community are seeking to enhance the quality of life for
students, faculty, staff and administrators alike. A time
when students are asking questions of meaning and seeking
to find a spirituality that is authentic and life-giving.
We are also living in the worst of times. A time when,
by FBI statistics, one out of every four college women will
be sexually assaulted during her college years. The figures
of alcohol are not much better, with a recent UNH PULSE
Survey reporting that one of every ten UNlf students are
alcoholics. A time when so many people feel disconnected
from each other, isolated and alone. We lie in a time of
extremes and we feel the tension as if it were literally
pulling us apart.
There are no quick solutions, no easy answers or
instant remedies. There are so many forces that drive
wedges between people: based on gender, sexual orientation, race, values or political viewpoints. Yet, somehow, we
find ourselves part of the same community, drawn here for
many different reasons, yet sharing spave and facilities,
living together, trying-to grow, learn, mature within this
place we now call "home," at least temporarily. Deep
within us, we know what it takes to make this community
healthy, a place where individuals are respected and diversity is a goal, a place where women are safe and men can
thrive as whole people, a place that cultivates the exchange
of ideas and nurtures spirits. It's really no mystery, it merely
takes vision and a willingness to inake that vision become
a reality. What is the community you envision?
Over the coming months, this column will explore
some of the characteristics of a healthy community. Written
each month by a different UNH Chaplain, you will see a
variety of perspectives and religious understandings presented, as we share our visions of "community." We write
out of particular traditions and life-situations. We write
because this community matters to us and, as members of
it, we want to add our voices to those who are seeking to
make UNH a place where each person is able to grow,
thrive, and discover their full potential. We write in order to
challenge, encourage. and excite.
We live in the best of times and the worst of times. It is
within our power to decide which will prevail. This is our
community. This is your com~unity. We invite you to join
with us in envisioning what it can be and shaping what it
will become.
In celebration of diversity, the Chaplains acknowledge
that the opinions expressed by one may not be shared by all.

The Rev. Mary Westfall is Protestant Chaplain at UNH and
irector of the United Campus Ministry, 15 Mill Rd.
urham.
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DON'T BE
GLUM!

A Film Series Feature Presentation

The Student Activities Fair,
Originally set for Thursday, Sept. 26th, has been

RESCHEDUELED!

The Fair will now be held on

Thursday, October 3rd,
at its original time, in its original location!

I

Murldand Courtyard, 11 am - 2 pm

Come out and

Thursday October 3rd in the
Strafford Room, MUB.

I

THREE shows starting at
4:30 pm, 7pm, and 9:30pm.
$1.00 SAFO Students with I.D.
$2. 00 every other "Doors" fan.

GET INVOLVED!!!

Date: October 8, 1991

Where: Campus Center
A,B, & C

Also, see Ivy Tillman in her
booth during Family Weekend, on October 13, from
noon to 4:00 PM
MastersPort 286

Z-316SX/LP

ZENITH~
data systems 1:.:.1
Groupe Bull

Contact: Ivy Tillman
Academic Computing Services
G27 Masterton Hall
Portland Campus
207 780-4029
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ROBOTMAN ® by Jim Meddick
ROBOTMAN® by Jim Meddick
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~

ROBOTMAN® by Jim Meddick
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Bhutto cries out for democracy
Reprinted because of error in last issue
~~~~~~~~~~~

. - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ to the forces of tyranny," said
r;_-i---.-1!!1-.-.-

Bhutto.
Despite all the coups, hostage
taking and fighting for democracy,
Bhutto still has a sense of humor.
Before a crowd of approxiwas excellent," said UNH
"She
mately 1,500peoplepackedintoa
Michael Landau. "She had
student
934,
only
room with a capacity for
sense of humor, which
wonderful
a
prime
former
Benazir Bhutto,
considering her
unique
of
kind
is
three
roused
minister of Pakistan,
situation."
standing ovations for the cause of
A case in point came at the
democracy against dictatorship.
of her speech when UNH
end
ideal
"Freedom is a universal
President Nitzchke told Bhutto she
that lives in the hearts of men and
had time to answer two more queswomen everywhere," said Bhutto
tions from the audience.
in the · Granite State Room
"The president says I can only
Wednesday night "People want to
take two more questions," said
make the fundamental decisions
Bhutto. "The last time I didn't
of their lives, they don't want dieobey a president I was sacked."
tators making choices for them."
People who saw her speak
Elected as Prime Minister of
also remarked on her ability to
Pakistan in December ofl 988,
make points clearly. "She was inBhutto said she was ousted from
up front," said student
credibly
office 20 months later by a mili"There was none
Teeling.
Leslie
tary coup that rose from a deepshe
double-speak,
political
that
of
rooted fundamentalism in the
there."
percent
100
was
country.
Ram Moennsad, a Madbury
Despite the attention the
india,said
residentoriginallyfrom
United States paid to the coup athelpful
are
Bhutto
like
speakers
tempt in the Soviet Union, Bhutto President Nitzschke and Sue Reid, Stiudent Body vice president, listen to Benazir Bhutto
a
Americans
give
they
because
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
said the take over in Pakistan ...___
th
She said the dictatorship her government. She said not one economic opportunity for women view of countries ey do not often
passed without comment from the
th
would have folded much like the political opponent was impris- became two of her goals while in hear about in e news. "We are
United States.
c~nsored here, we do not always
"Selective morality is im- one in the Soviet Union if the U.S. oned. While in office she said she office.
have the true ways," he said.
other
on
commented
Bhutto
care,
health
and
education
funded
needs
U.S.
The
voice.
its
raised
had
United
the
of
said
moral," Bhutto
States' lack of a response. "One to make Pakistan a part of its freed political prisoners. nurtured women leaders in the Philippines, th Moennsad said he personally
ought Bhutto gave an eloquent
must speak out in an equitable agenda if it is truly committed to the-newlyfoundeddemocracy,and Burma and Bangladesh. She said
fought for women's rights in Paki- rights for women in Bangladesh speech, but she had to compliment
fashion and not choose countries," democracy, she said.
couldbeon theupswing;itspeople the UnitedS tatesanditsdemocracy
Bhutto said it is important to stan.
she said.
rder to get th e support she
"The victory was not just for have elected a woman leader and a in
"Because the United States not let the government ignore the
needs. He said he hopes Bhutto
responded, the Gorbachev's are situation in Pakistan. "I think the me or for Pakistan, but of the idea woman leader of the opposition.
back to PakiSta n a nd brings
goes
Political unrest was a comfree today," Bhutto said. "Unfor- important thing is to speak out," that the men and women of Islam
mon theme for Bhutto. She said she about democracy.
lunately, my colleagues are still Bhutto said. "Write to a congress- are equal," said Bhutto.
Joan Curry of Lee, said she
When her government was witnessed her father's execution
man."
behind bars," said Bhutto.
Bhutto needs th e support
realizes
that
In Pakistani elections held overthrown, Bhutto said she was in a coup similar to the one
"We cannot pick and choose
th
between coups and massacres," after the military takeover, 7 mil- taken aback by the discrimination toppled the democracy she had of e U.S., but also needs to acknowledgeourshortcomings. The
she said. Bhutto said there were lion votes were added to the instituted against women in the worked for.
Th
th
'd
Sh
•
"d
ere was an enormous U.S. is involved in its own wars in
three deaths l·n the Sovi·et coup, d'1ctatorsh"1p ,s count, Bh utto sa1 . new regime. e sa1 ere was a
said Curry, and
The best way to judge a country is law passed saying there was no amount of pressure for her to leave Central America, th
but hundreds in Pakistan.
e peace keepnecessarily
not
is
when
abroad
Currently, as head of the Pa- by its people, said Bhutto. The difference betweenrapeandadul- the country and go
it out to
made
Bhutto
nation
ing
Bhutto
over,
taken
was
kistan People's Party, Bhutto said Pakistan'sPeople'sPartyhas been tery. The dictatorship also said a Pakistan
the
when
intereSling
be
"It'll
be.
leave
to
her
she is working to reclaim democ- voted for overwhelmingly in le- woman's destiny was worth half said. People wanted
the country and her two children, CIA falls apart more and more of
that of a man's, she said.
racy for Pakistan and build an as- gitimate elections, she said.
she would not abandon her what they're doing comes out,"
but
"My success was a tremenBhutto said the some people
sociationof democratic nations to
in Pakistan who were dedicated to dous boost for women," said country because the goals of the she said.
help fragile democracies.
Bhutto's speech gave a sense
Topreventstrugglingdemoc- democracyhavedisappeared,been Bhutto. In Pakistan the literacy country came first, she said.
th
"outrage a nd anguish" at
the
of
that
feel
I
pain
the
"Despite
is
raciesfromfalling,Bhuttosaidthe kidnapped,torturedandsometimes rate for the country in general
rdi
stan
ts
• acco ng to
27 percent, but only I percent of my husband is held hostage in exiS in Paki
United Nations should do more to murdered.
After liS te ning
Lee.
of
Hale
David
bethan
crime
other
no
for
prison
said.
she
literate,
are
As prime minisier, Bhutto said the women
aid these nations. "Problems don't
human rights were a top priority of Providing social protection and ing married to me, I will not give in to Bhutto, Hale said he may write
go away overnight," she said.
to his congressman.

By Winifred Walsh
TNH Staff
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publications concerning environmental and
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Sliwa lives the life of an an·gel
Reprinted because of error in last issue

·

Bronson in Death Wish," Sliwa
subway."
Sliwa planned his vision of said, describing the early days of
the Guardian Angels for two years. the Guardian Angels as a baptism
Rather than being a group that of fire.
"Gangs, who read about our
In 1979, Curtis Sliwa cheated
reacts to crime and calls the police,
death.
Sliwa wanted his group to be pro- exploits on the front pages of the
While patrolling Brownsville,
active, stopping crime as it hap- tabloids, hoped to put us on the
one of the most crime-infested
pens. He said, "99 percent of what first line of the obituary column
the next day," Sliwa said. "Police
sections of New York City, his
we do is deterrence."
three-person Guardian Angels
After studying the problems officers, who you would have
patrol broke up a rape. As they
facedbycommunitypatrolgroups, thought would have welcomed us
fought off the six attackers, Sliwa
Sliwa knew he wanted a multi- like ,tactical air support, felt that
fell off a 30-foot platform.
racial group. Other neighborhood we were a threat of job security."
"Lucky it was New York, bewatches were often accused of
"Those most victimized_by
cause the sanitation department is
racial bias because the entire group
on its perpetual coffee-break,"
was of one race, especially white crime were terrified of us!" Sliwa
Sliwa said in a Brooklyn accent
patrollersprotectinganareaagainst said. "It took a full two years in
New York City until finally that
that could teach Robert DeNiro a
black suspects.
thing or two. "So there was lots of
Sliwa avoided that situation hard, skeptical, jaded attitude begarbage on the ground to sort of
by recruiting members from all gan to tum."
Sliwa has been arrested 72
cushion the fall, so I didn't just hit
races and creeds, ensuring that
the concrete."
every patrol would be multi-eth- times for his strong-arm tactics in
Sliwa wound up in the hospital
nic. "No matter who you 're going catching criminals, but the thouwith two broken ribs. Since then,
to run into who might be a crimi- sands of arrests he and his Angels
he has been back for broken arms,
nal," Sliwa said, "you never want have instigated result in a higher
busted legs, and rearranged teeth.
them throwing in your face that, rate of convictions than normal
But the injuries have only fuelled
'Hey! You guys are ganging up on police arrests. According to Sliwa,
the fire of his dream: the eradicame because I'm black or Indian or judges have come to trust the testimony of a Guardian Angel.
tion of crime, with a little help
white or Asian or Hispanic."'
The Guardian Angels is now
from his friends from 67 cities
Sliwa knew that to be effecan
international
institution with
around the world.
tive role models, which is what the
chapters
in
cities
as
large as LonSliwa, the co-founder of the
Guardian Angels strive to be, the
don
and
as
small
as
Lake Worth,
Guardian Angels, brought his
use of weapons and drugs would
Florida
(pop.
50,000).
The Boston
tough, no-nonsense message to Guardian Angel founder Curtis Sliwa (Ryan Mercer photo).
be strictly out of bounds for all
chapter
was
established
in 1981 to
about 60 students in the Granite L . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ J members.AllGuardianAngelsare
State Room of the MUB on Tues- already anticipated that citizens As a night manager of a searched for weapons and drug combat crime on the MBTA's Orday night. With a self-defense will do nothing, that they will be McDonald's restaurant in the South paraphernalia before going out on ange Line, and has since expanded
demonstration, followed by a two- passive, they '11 be indifferent, and Bronx, Sliwa was constantly face- each patrol. If anything is found, to cover more of the city. Future
hour speech, Sliwa stressed the they're not perceived of as a to-face with "the armpit of the thatindividualisimmediatelydis- chapters are planned for places as
varied as Australia and Manchesimportance of being aware of threat."
cesspool of crime."
missed from the group.
ter,
NH (see related story).
crime, and being personally inTwelve years after their first
At nighttime, Sliwa said,
Although the Guardian AnSliwa's wife, Lisa, is the navolved in ta.king a bite out of it.
patrols in the Crown Heights sec- McDonald's "became the center gels venture into some of the most
"Whenweactuallyseeacrime tionofNewYorkCity. the wearers of all activity and crime in the dangerous neighborhoods in the tional director of the Guardian
in progress, we will exercise our of the telltale white tee-shirts and area. It also was the refuge for the world, and do so without weap- Angels. Together, the Sliwas host
right to make a citizen's arrest," red berets can be found in most victimsofcrimebecausetheyhave ons, only four Guardian Angels a morning radio show on WABC
Sliwa said. "A citizen has, in some major American cities, as well as nowhere else to go if they got have been shot and killed, and in New York, a far cry from the
instances, more leeway than cops in Canada, England, France, and knifedorbeatenorrapedorrobbed. only three dozen have been seri- early days, when Sliwa would be
arrested for exercising his constibecausenoonehaseverthoughtto soon Australia.
It would almost become, the front ously injured.
put the same restrictions on citiA Brooklyn native ofltalian- lobby, a sanctuary. So you were
In the beginning, Sliwa may tutional right to make a citizen's
zens' rights. Because of your so- Polish descent, Sliwa lived all his constantly dealing with incidents, have expected worse, given the arrest.
Not bad for a boy from
called ignorance, you 're given life in New York City, "the land of whether they were directly aimed reaction they received from all
more latitude."
the Uzzi-toting, dope-sucking, at you or the result of the activity comers. "We were thought to be Brooklyn who got his start flipSliwasaidthecriminals"have psychopathic killing machines." out on the street or in the nearby the second coming of Charles ping burgers.

By Ed Puffer
TNH Staff

The Department of Theater and Dance
,
presents
The Pulitzer Prize-Winning Musical

~..

1992BSN

~~:.:

STUDENTS.

\1

HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS
WITHOUT REALLY TRYING

Enter the Air Force immediately
after graduation -- without waiting for
results of your State Boards. You can earn
great benefits as an Air Force nurse officer.
And if selected during your senior year.
you may qualify for a five-month internship
at a major medical facility. To apply, you'll
need an overall 2.50 GPA. Serve your
country while you serve your career.

"UPDATED FOR THE 90'S"

October 4 and 5 at 8 pm
October 9 at 10:30 am
Ocatober 11 and 12 at 8 pm

J O:Jb.{SOJ{ 'T1{'£J4.TE/Rv
P.fil'llL C1('EJ4.'TJ'VE, 549('TS CE'J{PE,1(

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLLFREE
1-800-423-USAF

UNH Students/ Employees/ Alumni/ Seniors: $7.
General: $9
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LASSIFIED ADS
862..-fl323· :f tM 151 MlJB .

•· • .$~ •Pi~~~d.\V~vdJ •.· .·. · ·•· ·

HELP
WANTED
RAISE $500 ...$1,000 ...$1,500
FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING
For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.
Absolutely no investment required!
ACT NOW FOR THE CHANCE
TO WIN A CARIBBEAN
CRUISE AND FABULOUS
PRIZES!

CALL 1-800-950-8472, EXT. SO.
House cleaning - several hours a
week. Flexible hours$6.50 an hour.
Call and leave message. 868-5477.
Travel Sales RepresentativeSTS, the leader in collegiete travel
needs motivated individuals and
groups to promote Winter/Spring
Break Trips. For information call
STS, Ithaca, NY at 1-800-6484549.
Free Travel, Cash, and excellent
business experience!! Openings
availableforindividualsorstudent
organizations to promote the
country 'smostsuccessful SPRING
BREAK tours. Call Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-(j()l3.

BABYSITTER - for two girls.
Must be dependable, energetic,
love children and available Thursday-Sunday Evenings. $3 per hour.
Call 659-2359.
Free Spring Breadk Trips to Students or Student Organizations
promoting our Spring Break
Packages. Good pay and fun. Call
CMI1-800-423-5264.
Disabled individual in search of
personal care assistant for weekends. Pay $6.25/hr. Job description: personal hygiene/grooming,
meal preparations, housecleaning,
laundry, and food shopping. Call
868-1986 and leave message.

Earn $1,000-$3 ,OOOper month part
time. International environmental

and education company seeks
motivated, self-starters to help
expand operations in the Seacoast
area. Send letter of interest or
resume to: P &C Associates Box
651,Portsmouth, NH 03802-0651.
Part-time job: choose own hours,
no boss, 20 percent profit selling
personal care products. Arrange

interview w/Jay 868-3622.

$3,520. Call 1-800-878-3696.

ACTIVIST- Environmentalist. Be BARTENDING - Fun, excelpart of the pollution solution. The lent pay, easy to learn. Convenient
nation's largest environmental/ evening classes. Call for free bropolitical committee seeks bright, chure. Master Bartender School.
energetic people to organize and Tel. 659-3718 (Newmarket).
fundraise to fight toxic waste and
promote a national energy policy. · BIRTHRIGHT - for Pregnancy
Full and part time positions avail- Help. Free - Confidential 868able. To$400perweek.1:30p.m. 1607.
to 10 p.m. Training, benefits, and
advancement. League of Conser- WORD PROCESSING/MAILvation Voters. Three Market ING LIST SPECIALIST. Can pick
Square, Portsmouth. 430-3812.
up/deliver. 10+ yrs. experience.
Editing assistance, too. IBM or
Apple. Debra. 679-2805.

Illli FORSALE

Computer-Tandy 1000 HX, IBM
Compatible, two 3.5" drives, expanded memory, smartwatch,
modem, deskmate monitor, $500
Call 659-7220.
Bike for Sale Univega Vivatech
- alumnium frame - Shimano
components. Paid $650 new,
asking $250. Ask for Kern at 9263780 (it's Hampton Falls, but I'll

*******STUDENTS*******
DO YOU NEED PAPERS
TYPED? RESUMES.REPORTS,
ETC. My"Type" ofBusinessPick
and delivery to UNH at no
charge!!!!! (603) 692-5245.
Word Processing-Fast, accurate
$1.50 per double spaced page spell check. Resume service also
available - professional quality paper. Call 659-2359. ·

come lo you).

I

1978 Horizon 82k miles. Seen

_

only 3 winters, low rust, AC, FM
- Good, reliable transportation.
Must sell. $500. 942-7167.
Government Surplus!! Cars,
houses, boats and other items.
Tremendous savings. 335-3164

HOUSING

~

I

NEWMARKET 2 BR APT.
available immediately. $460 per
month includes heat, HW, offstreet parking and is on COAST.
Please phone 868-2281 evenings
and weekends.

extN.
FANTASTICSWEATERSFROM
ECUADOR on sale in the MUB
onTuesday,Oct.1. OON'TMISS
OUT!!!

SERVICES
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL FAIR - Over
(j() schools will be represented.
Tuesday, Oct. 8, 10 a.in. - 2 p.m.,
Granite State Room, MUB.
CAREER DAY - Meet over 60
representatives from a variety of
fields. Tuesday, Oct. 8, 10 a.m.-2
p.m., Strafford Room, MUB.
Join Durham Fitness Center! $75
for two people, $99 for individual
membership expiring 1/15/92.
One body one chance!!

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA. Information on semester, year, summer, and internship
in Perth, Townsville, Sydney, and
Melbourne. Programs start at

Durham room $150/mo. Utilities
included for someone who will
care for nice dog when owner is
away. Need car. 868-5477.

LOST& ~
FOUND~
Lost! Black leather jacket in
McConnell Vax Room on 9(25.
Holds a lot of memories. If found
please return to Hubbard Rm. 212,
862-7670. Reward, Dave. Thank
you.

'PERSONALS
TRAVEL

ifl

FREE!!

SELL
SPRING BREAK TRIPS TO

JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS, MARGARITA ISLAND.
BEST COMMISSIONS PAID.

CALL SUN SPLASH TOURS
1-800-426-7710.
PHI KPPA THETA'S DAYTONA
MARATHON _ Final standing 2
person team will WIN a 4 Day/ 3

Night stay at the Daytona Beach
Marriott with roundtrip airfare
from USAir. How bad do you
want it?
Coming November 1 - Granite
State Room -PHI KAPPA THETA
presents the Daytona Marathon A dance marathon to benefit
SHARPP.
DATING COUPLES NEEDED
for reseach study - talces just
over an hour; couples receive $1 O;
call for more information 862-

23ro.
PHI KAP's DAYTONA MARATHON - a $500 cash prize will
be awarded to the organization/
dorm floor with the most participants.
Get Homecoming T-Shirts at
$7 .50/f if order of 4 dozen ormore is placed before Oct. 2 at
HAYDEN SPORTS.
Congratulations Phis!! We're
psyched you're here! Get set for
an awesome semester!! You guys
are the BEST!! Love the sisters of
Phi Mu.

IKE - get ready for a FUN and
super homecoming!! love, the
sisters of Phi Mu and Phis!
Don't call home for computer or
word processor ribbon cartridges.
Go to Town & Campus. Fit many
makes and models.
Phi Mu would like to congratulate
all the Fall 1991 pledge classes!
Love, the sisters of Phi Mu.
Compact Disc Sale, Hundreds of
C.D.s at only $9.99 - Town &
Campus.
H.G. - Thank you for the best
year of my life!! I love you!! Love,
Jen.
C.D. Sale $9.99- Town & Campus. We carry blank tapes, cases
and headphones too.
Have fun in MONTREAL!!
Weekend of Oct. · 18-20. Transportation and beautiful Hotel included for only $65. Call Julie
868-7292.
C.D. Sale!! Only $9.99! Town &
Campus. While they last!!

Ribbons for Apple, Brother,
Canon, Compuad, Epson, IBM,
NEC,Olympia,Royal,Panasonic,
Sears, Smith-Corona, many others. Town and Campus.

Dorms!! Order your homecoming
1991 T-shirts before Oct. 2 and
they 're guaranteed for Homecoming - Hayden Sports, 38 Main
Street, 868-2096.

Panasonic Word Processor Owners - buy new ribbon cartridges
at Town & Campus. Best selection.

Hundreds of C.D.'s Sale Priced
$9 .99- Town & Campus.

Brother Word Processor Owners
buy new ribbon cartridges at Town
& Campus. Best selection
Order all Homecoming T-shirts
before Oct. 2 from HAYDEN
SPORTS and they 're guaranteed
for Homecoming - 38 Main
Street, Durham, 868-2096.
Applications for Spring 1992, semester in London are ready!!
Come to information meeting Oct.
3 at 7 p.m., 1925 Room, Alumni
Center.
Smith Corona Word Processor
Owners - buy new ribbon cartridges at Town & Campus. Best
selection.
Compact Disc Sale!! Town &
Campus - upstairs. Hundreds
priced at$9.99.
Great deals on HOMECOMING
1991 T-shirts at Hayden Sports.
Come see us at 38 Main Street,
Durham 868-2096.

Greeks! Get your homecoming Tshirts at Hayden Sports!! Great
deals if you order before Oct. 2. 38
Main Street, 868-2096.
JOHN DOHERTY - Glad to hear
that someone finally bailed you
out of the Rockingham County pen.
It's important that people like you
are loose on our streets. Play the
Store 24 game once and awhile,
have a Milky Way and an Orangina
on me, and stop pulling your hair.
Laura.
House live-in needed at Delta Chi.
Free room. For more details call
Mike at 868-3335.

Missy, have fun this weekend. I
know I will. Miss you. Love, Pat.
Forrest! You 're back, but where
have you gone now?! PLEASE
findmeinRich.H.213. Let's nap.
- Love, Katie
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A rock feels
no
.
pain,
and an island
. never
cnes.
-Simon and Garfunkel

Unfortunately, we are neither rocks nor
islands.

If you join _with a
friend!

I➔

99

Individual membersh ip

JAN. 15, 1992

membership expires

Durham Fitness Center
868-6555
13 Jenkins Ct.

HOURS M-F 6AM..:9PM
SAT8AM-3PM
SUN 4PM-7PM

If you need someone
to understand your
fears and pain,
Call COOL-AID

We {isten ...We care.
862-2293

2

'Chi cag o 3 'pac k Fiel d Hou se for spee ch
aski ngs tude nts to libe rate the Uni vers ity
"If Vietnam were an industrial
nation with vital nerve centers
like London or Washington , it
would have been destroyed. But
Vietnam ts a rural country so
air power does not work. In that
the enemy becomes the
case
entlre population. "
"ln Vietnam we are killing
water buffalo to force the people
to surrender. But the saddest
thing is that around the neck of
every water buffalo is a rooe.
and at the end of the rope ls a
child, gunned down with the buffalo he was leading."
Dellinger asserted that President Nixon was caught between
the Pentagon and the American
public on the issue of the war.
Dell1nger said Nixon was trapped

by The News Staff

Claiming the United States has
intervened in Cambodia to disdefeat in Vietnam
guise its
Dellinger argued that in the failure and the frustration of the war,
the Cambodian people have become the new enemy. There can
be no victory here, either. The
next stage can only be nuclear
warfare, he warned.
blamed American
Dellinger
policies in South EastAsiap artly
its treatment of minority
on
groups. ''What happens in the internal colony cannot be separated
the external colony. A
from
nation that had not kept its black
people in the ghetto would today
not be a civilization capable of
doing what it is doing now to the
cambocUan people,

place," said Rubin, dressed in a
tie-dyed shirt and maroon pants.
''We have got to take this place
over and use it for our purposes.
We showed tonight that we have
got power because we've got all
you people out there with us."
"Our coming here was not a
gift of the Trustees. They had to
give in because they know what
you would have done if you had not
been given the right to hear us,"
yelled in a relentless
Rubin
hoarse strained voice."
"They are afraid t~at we will
incite a riot. And' that shows that
they are afraid of you," he added.
got double-cro ssed,"
''We
screamed Rubin, "I was awakened this morning by a man who
Identified himself as a lawyer,

"Right on!" David Dellinge
grinned at the audience and raise(
his fist in the power-to-t hepeople gesture. The first of the
"Chicago 3" to speak, Dellinger
apologized to the 5,000 people
who jammed the Field House
Tuesday at 7:40 p.m.
"Sorry we were late, but we
we re stopped by the police for
what just happened to be a routine check up, and ten other cars
just happened to go by without
· ,
being stopped."
Dellinger, a defendent in the
Seven" conspiracy
"Chicago
trial, spoke as Yippie leaders
Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin
sprawled in chairs on the platform.
The two frequently punctuated
Delllnger's remarks with foot
stomping and raised fists.
''We went to Chicago in 1968
to e }/pre·ss our rights on free
· speech," said the conservativ ely
dressed, middle-age d Dellinger.
"The governmen t did not want any
visible protest. By threats and
intimidatio n the governmen t tried
to keep us away. McCarthy and
McGovern told their followers to
keep away. But when free speech
ls being threatened then that ls the
time to fight for free speech."
we asserted our
"Because
rights, the police va·mped on us.
We were convicted in court for
something that the Walker compolice
mission described as
We were' convicted of a
riot.
crime that a govei-nmen t commission did not think was reaL ·
we. have never started a riot, but
Spiro .Agnew and Richard Nixon
are right now carrying on an In~
riot all over the
te~tlonal
. world~•, . ·
Lattm' to'Mark Wafss from. "The Chicago 3."
,.Just a few minutes ago we saw
on 'television the scenes at Kent : ·
"How can you love God whom
Uni~nlty . There ls a reason · behfilen the' students and the
you have not seen when you do not
mUita.ry - lndustrtal complex. He
why t1).ose four were kllled. Part
love ·your brother whom you have
expla ...ed that 1f he withdraws
of the reason ls a mass effort to
seen?" Dellinger asked his audifrom ASJa, 'be ~ lose the mmwJpe out opposition in this counence. "Despite all our indignatary, but 1f he stays in Vietnam,
try. But especially they died betion to stop the war, we also have
tbeAmerlc anpeople.
be wlll
cause eve~, now know$ that
to ask ourselves a similar ques· 0 caught·· lnthisdllem ~a, Nixon
Nixon's secret plan to end the war
tion. How can we love the North
is trying to get a._q ulck victory that
was so secret that even he didn't
e whom we have not
there
But
Vietnames
0 ·
eyeryone.
please
would
It.
about
lmcn,
we do not love the
when
seen
.
IndoChlna.
ln
victory
no
be
will
.
destructhe
of
Dellinger spoke
blacks and the Panthers whom we
If they cannot conquer and pacify
tlon caused by Am·e rtcan airhave seen?"
. the people of south Vietnam, bow
raids In Vietnam. Lyndon John"I am for a second revolution
can _they do it to Laos, Cambodia,
son explained that we were bombthat wm fulfill the American
'
ud Thailand?
Ing. only factories, and lp Hanoi
0 The United States ls caught
that might have be~n true, he said.
ln' a quagmire and there is no
Further ~utb he said be had not .
uHow can you love God
of ~tting out except by
way
come upon a single sizeable town
out."
getttng
~mbed.
whom you have not seen
had -1ot been

Qur coming here _was not a
gift of the Trustees. They
had to give in because they
know what you would have
done if you had not been
given the right to hear us."
Rubin
0

and you wait until they tell you
it is the right moment. and when
that moment comes you just let
it out. flush it down qnd forget
about it." The audience clapped
and cheered.

a

lose

·. -:~t

when you do not love your
- .b..ro,ther whom you have.

·seeii't,,_ ·

Jerry Rubin

photo by Wallner

Dellinger

revolution that has been sabotaged. But I am for making that
revolution by force and not by
violence."
"You ·are not going to get the
revolution by writing letters to
your Congressm en. You are not
going to get it by holding meetings
like this. You'll get it by refusing
to serve In the armed forces, by
refusing to pay your war taxes,
and by offering solid assistance
to your brothers who refuse to
commit war atrocities. "
"This is a time that American
people of different views and life
styles must be brought together
and solidarized for the emergency. If we do not do this in
six weeks then those arguments
about fascism will be mo(;t. We
need to open up the university as
a liberated territory until all men
are free."
The audience stood, clapped,
cheered, and thrust fists in the
·
air.
Rubin
Jerry Rubin, a leader of the
Yippie party, a radical political
sprang from his seat,
group,
grabbed the mike , and proceeded
to hop and stamp up and down the
stage. "-Tonight we showed that
it's us and not the Trustees who
decide who speaks. The Trustees
are rich, mother f--- ing business men."
"This is not a matter of free
speech but of who owns this

who said he was speaking for the
students. He told me you can't
come and speak at night. • The
University has won. Please ·c ome
and speak in the afternoon. He
kept saying you gotta' speak in the
The kids want to
afternoon.
hear you. I called up Dave and
I called up Abbie an~ they canThen I found
celled· things~
out who telephoned me. --the
lawyer fol_' the Trustees. The
lawyer for the Trustees! . . .
His name was Steve Spie 1man and
oughtta' know that . . •
vou
You can't trust 'em. You can't
trust 'em."
As he paced across ,the stage,
"these places
Rµbin yelled,
(univer~itie s) are like factories
~nd wp're treQ.ted like shit. we
all kn0w that school is nothing
advanceci° toilet training.
but
School is to make us little capitalists, consumers. and bureauThey want us to work
crats.
for grades which. like money.
ain't worth nothin' ."
"Taking an ·e xam is like taking a shit. You gather it all in

photo)ly Wallner
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Yankee Conference Standings

Team
Villanova

Y.C.
3-0

New Hampshire

2-0

59

36

3-1

130

88

at Delaware

Massachusetts

1-1

32

34

2-2

52

56

at James Madison

Connecticut

0-2

29

56

0-4

72

126

at Yale

Maine

0-3

30

86

0-4

44

111

Richmond

Results from 9/28/91:
Villanova 35
UConn
3

Points
118

UNH38
Maine 20

Opponent
23

UMass 15
BU 7

Overall
4-0

Points
158

Opponent
23

V.M.I. 38
Richmond 27

Next Opponent
BU

Rhode Island 45
Towson St. 25

UNH Statistics

I

I

Rushing

Att. Gain Lost Net

Bourassa
Griffin
Gallagher
Cripps
TOTALS

75
29
23
19
146

324
108
98
97
627

18
26
2
0
46

Punt/Kick Returns

No.

Yards

Bryan
Bourassa

17
6

182
203

5
1
1
0
7

31
22
18
33
33

Griffin

Yards

Avg.

Long

Gordon
Kutz

16
7

541
217

33.8
31

43
49

l:SQ'.c.ce.:r : 'I
Women

i

Passing

No.

Hjelte
I

Long

Punting

Field Goals

I

306
82
96
97
581

TD

Att.
2

Made

Long

2

32

UNH, 5-0
at Delaware
UNH(5-0-1) ...... 1 4 - 5
Delaware .......... O O - 0
Scoring: UNH,
Leah Deniger; UNH,
Deniger; UNH, Amy
Rohrer; UNH, Tiffany
Johnson; UNH, Paige
Christie.
Saves: UNH, Molly
UNH,38-20
Kirchner 1 and Maja
at Durham
Hansen 0.
UNH....... .3 7 0 28 - 38
Maine ...... 6 7 7 0 - 20
Men
Scoring: M,
Drexel, 4-1
Capriotti
3 run; UNH, FG
at Drexel
UNH(2-3-3) ......... 1 0 - 1 , Hjelte 32; M, Capriotti 2
run (Mottola kick); UNH,
Drexel.. ............... 3 1 - 4
Griffin 3 run (Hjelte kick);
Scoring: DU,
M, Capriotti (Mottola
Pellegrini (Peterson, Markick); UNH, Perry 83 pass
tin) 1:45; DU, Serban
from Griffin (Hjelte kick);
(Martin) 40:26; DU,
Bourassa 45 pass from
Pellegrini (Martin) 41:57;
Griffin (Hjelte kick); UNH
UNH, Brian Young 43:58;
Bourassa 3 run (Hjelte
DU, Pellegrini (Guzman)
kick); UNH, McClinton 22
81:26.
Saves: UNH, Aaron run (Hjelte kick).
Attendance-9,533.
Agrodnia 7; DU,
Helgeland 11.

f:~gg~"ll!Il

Yards

131-74-4

1132

TD Long Sacks
10

86

Pass Receiving

No.

Yards

TD

Long

Perry
Bourassa
Gallagher
Gamble
Chmura
Cranney
TOTALS

20
15
13
11
9
3
71

405
213
160
168
142
21
1109

4
2
2
1
1
0
10

86
58
31
61
38
13
86

2

Defense Top Three Tacklers
McGrath
Wojnovich
Sabb
Maine

UNH, 2-1
at Delaware
UNH(3~3-3) ......... 1 1 - 2
Delaware ............ .1 0 - 1
Scoring: D, Sellers; UNH, Ryan Leib;
UNH, Leib.
Saves: UNH,
AaronAgrodnia 6; D,
Puican 4.

Att.-Comp.-Int.

UNH

31
30
27

IfI]I:r~aist:

•.•.·:•·'.

: 1fte.<¥a:nke:e:
1

First Downs
19
16
Rushes-Yards
42-116
42-189
Passing
232
228
Return Yards
16
21
21-34-0 13-28-0
Comp-An-Int
7-30
Punts
7-31
Fumbles -lost
5-2
1-1
Penalties-Yards
10-76
8-100
Time of Possession 30:30
29:30

:IttsijrePasr

::>< · ·

(3-1, 2-0 in Yankee
conf.)
(7-3-1, 5-3 in YC in
1990)

The Yankee Forecast picked five out of
seven games correctly last
week. It won with UNH,
UMass, Marshall,
Villanova and Holy Cross.
UNH, 2-0
It picked the winner in the
at UConn
Army and Penn State
UNH(4-2-1) ....... 1 1 - 2
games, but lost because of
UConn ............... O O - 0
the point spread. It has
Scoring: UNH,
now gotten 14 out of 19
Sunna Roulston 10:24;
games correct on the
UNH, Patty Manning
season. Look for this
14:49.
weeks picks in Friday's
Saves: UNH, Gina edition.

Gioffre 4.

UNH, 2-1 (2 ot)
at Providence, RI
UNH(3-2-1) ... 1 0 0 1 - 2
Brown ............ 1 0 0 0 - 1
Scoring: UNH,
Sarah Paveglio (Patty
Manning, Brenda Canning)
13:57; Brown, Beatini
25:07; UNH, Sunna
Roulston 7 :42.
Saves: UNH, Gina
Gioffre 6; Brown, Tara
Harrington 7.

Sept. 7 at Marshall 23-24
Sept. 14 *UCONN 21-16
Sept. 21 Hofstra
48-28
Sept. 28 *Maine
38-20
Oct. 5 *at Delaware
Oct.12 *Richmond
Oct.19 Open
Oct. 26 at Northeastern
Nov. 2 *Boston Univ.
Nov. 9 *at Villanova
Nov. 16 •Rhode Island
Nov. 23 *at UMASS
*= Yankee conf. games

,.,.,.,....
.~--,-::t.,...,.,.,.:
't-m-,...-,-<:::::;::-,--.-3.J-,-,-,-Jt--,.,.>JR--,-,-,.:
.: :e..,...,....
_:;n.,..,.......,,:
'J.>,.,..,.,..: '. :i.'..,.,.,..,..;:J
::ll

The attendance at
Saturday's game vs.
Maine was 9,533. The
attendance needed to get
up to the 9,100 average
for the rest of the games
is now 10,384.3 per game.

l i~~:: ~f:•g~d
UNH vs.
Delaware
PICK'EM

<iJijoRJ f.or:: Sd.c~lit1
1
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Come celebrate UNH staff day at 3 p.m.
on October 2 with the men's soccer team
NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURAL ASSOCIATION

UNH

Athlete
of the
Week Name;
$.port;

presented
by:

HAYDEN
SPORTS
38 Main Street

Durham,NH
03824

(

POWW OW

& 3RD annual HARVEST FESTIVAL
OCTOBER19
1 0: 30-3
SlJNNA ROUI.STON

Field Hockey

Sophmore Sunna Roulston had
an outstanding week as she led
the Wildcats to a pair of victories
by scoring both game- winning
goals. Aginst Brown University,
Roulston was forced to leave the
game after a collision with the
goalie early in contest, but came
back in the second overtime to
provide the Wildcats with the
game- winner in the 2-1 victory.
On Saturday, she once again
provided the offensive heroics
as she scored the decisive goal
in a key 2-0 victory over
ninth-ranked and previously•
undefeated Connecticut. UNH
is now 4-2-1 on the season and
is ranked 11th nationally.
Roulston is the Wildcats' leading
scorer with four goals and four
assists.

Look for the "Athlete of the Week" every
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire!

3:30-5

NATIVE AMERICAN SPEAKERS &
PRESENTATIONS
NATIVE AMERICAN DRUM AND
DANCES

OCTOBER 20
11 :00-1

AND
NATIVE AMERICAN DRUM
,
DANCES

Both Days: NATIVE AMERICAN CRAFTS A~D PRODUCTS

AT: UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Sunny: BOULDER FIELD
Rainy: NEW HAMPSHIRE HALL
Follow the signs from the center of Durham.
Admission: FREE, ALL ARE WELCOME
Thanks to membership support, donations, volunteers,
and funding by PFO.
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Women's soccer
still unbeaten

Doug Ruggles goes in for the kill on Maine quarterback Emilio Colon (Nathan Bolster photo).

FOOTBALL, from page 28
The Cats took possession
of the ball with 12:44 remaining
in the fourth quarter and began an
attack.
Griffin connected with
Perry for an 83-yard touchdown
pass to start the scoring binge. On
Maine's next possession, Capriotti
fumbled the ball and UNH's Greg
Lewis recovered, turning the ball
. over to the Wildcat offense on the
Maine 45 yardline. Griffin did it
again, hitting Bourassa for a 36yard touchdown.

The defense picked it up
and held Maine outside the New
Hampshire 40 yardline.
The scoring kept coming
everytime UNH got the ball. Griffin and the Cats drove and drove
on Maine. Bourassa scored on a
three yard run and later freshman
fullback Lee McClinton carried
22 yards for his first career
touchdown.
McClinton was strong all
game, filling in for injured Mike
Gallegher. He rushed for 56 yards
on riine carries.

. "Lee McClinton did a
great job," said Bowes.
"McClinton played a fine football
game, a freshman fullback and, as
I've said, he's going to be a good
one and I think he showed it"
Things have started to
click. Integrity is when a team can
put up 28 points in 13 minutes.
Character is when a team doesn't
die being down 20-10 with 13
minutes left in the game. UNH
showed both integrity and character. Things are definitley starting
to click.

Men's soccer splits
weekend roadtrip
By Nick Strangas
TNH Staff
This past weekend the
men's soccer team came up with
an unusual theory on how to win
games.
After playing a great
game in Saturday's 4-1 loss to
Drexel University, the team reversed itsrole by playing poorly in
Sunday's 2-1 win over Delaware.
"Against Drexel we
played very well and lost badly,"
said head coach Michael Noonan.
"AgainstDelawareweplayed very
badly and won."
Like in most of the team's
previous games this season, the
Wildcats gave up the first go~l
early in the game. Mike Pelligrini
gave Drexel the lead in the firstever meeting between Drexel and
UNHatthel:45markofthegame.
Drexel then put the game
away when goals by Zsolt Serban
and Pelligrini came just 1:31 apart
to put the Dragons up 3-0 late in
the half.
UNH freshman Michael
Young brought the Wildcats to
within two goals when he scored
at 43:58.
With his goal, Young

ended Drexel's streak of not allowing a goal at Drexel Field for a
school record 763:01 minutes. The
last goal scored at Drexel Field by
an opponent was Oct. 3, 1990.
Pelligrini finished off the
scoring when he beat UNH goalie
Aaron Agrodnia to collect his first
career hat trick, making the final
4-1.

"We made mistakes.
We 're going to make mistakes and
we have been making mistakes all
along. But Saturday, the team
(Drexel) capitalized on every one
that we made. They cost us dearly,"
said Noonan.
Although not pleased
with his team's performance
against Delaware on Sunday,
Noonan was pleased with the 2-1
result.
"We were ugly," said
Noonan, "we played about as
poorly as we've played all year.
We were fortunate to get a win."
Freshman Ryan Leib
scored the game winning goal on a
penalty kick with 16 minutes remaining to snap the Wildcats NAC
losing streak at six games.
UNH was awarded the
penalty kick when Delaware goalie

Mark Puilan lost his temper and
pushed a 'Cat forward Mike Veneto
in the penalty area.
"I don't know whether
Michael said something to him.
The goalkeeper went and pushed
Michael in the chest,,, described
Noonan. "The referee saw it and
that's a penalty kick."
Delaware jumpedinfrt>nt
just a minute and a half into the
game when John Sellers scored on
a pass from Xavier Passera.
Leib answered Sellers'
goal just 26 seconds later on a feed
from Adam Cohen. The ball appeared to be stopped by Puilan,
but it found it's way into the back
of the net for Leib's team leading
seventh goal.
Delaware had a few good
chances to tie the game, the best
coming from a Seller's penalty
kick with just over ten minutes left

in the game. But Agrodnia came
up with a big save to preserve his
team's 2-1 lead.
With the win, the Wildcats improve to 3-3-3 and host
Harvard tomorrow at 3 p.m. UNH
PresidentDaleNitzschke will kick
the first ball in honor of faculty
day.

By Brenda Riddell
TNH Staff
There's only one word
that can effectively describe the
UNH women's soccer team so far
this season.
Unbeatable.
The Wildcats once again
lived up to their reputation this
weekend, as they cruised to a 5-0
victory over the University of
Delaware at Delaware Field on
Saturday. UNH improved to 5-0-1
on the season with this, its third
straight victory. They are now
ranked No.19 in the nation.
The first halfof this match
progressed rather slowly as UNH
was unable to break Delaware's
defense to score. At this point,
every indication led to a close, last
minute battle for victory. The tides
began to charge when UNH
midfielder Leah Deniger managed
to put the Wildcats on the board by
scoring late in the first half, thus
kick starting UNH's scoring spree.

The Wildcats came on
strong in the second half to put the
game out of reach for the Blue
Hens. Deniger scored her secon,d
goal of the outing off of an assist
from Tiffany Johnson. Less than
five minutes later, Amy Rohrer
scored on unassisted goal to put
UNHup3-0.
UNH Senior Paige
Christie and Johnson worked
brilliantly together to score the
last two goals. Christie connected
off of an assist from Johnson with
9:20 left in the game. Johnson then
came up with a goal of her own
after receiving a pass from Christie
with 5: 17 remaining.
The Wildcats outshot
Delaware 21-3, with Delaware
goalkeeper Sheena Hunter compiling 11 saves. UNH goalies
Molly Kirchner and Maja Hansen
also combined to give UNH it's
fourth shutout of the season. The
Wildcat's next game is Thursday
at 3 p.m. vs. Vermont.

Field Hockey
team on a roll
Frompage28
son is going as planned."
ning schedule and is just now
Although the scorers in a starting to face the tougher teams.
game get deservedly much of the On top of all that we are a rivalry
credit for a win, Balducci knows with UConn, and so our team was
that there are those who contribute ready to compete against them."
without getting their names in the
Although Balducci is
scoring column.
·
pleased with these two wins, she
"Ifeel Sarah Paveglio and still wants her team to find the
Brenda Canning deserve a lot of consistency of play it needs to be
the credit as well," said Balducci. successful. This has proven true
"both of them created opportuni- throughout the beginning of the
ties and played both the offensive season as they see-saw back and
and the defensive transition ef- forth from a victory to the next
fectively. They are both out- game a loss or overtime play.
standing players and mental leadUNH
is
barely
ers."
outshooting their opponents, but
On Saturday, Balducci is outscoring them .20-9.
was very pleased with the way her Goaltender Gina Gioffre has been
team played effectively in their letting by an average of only 1.2
win over UConn. She said that her goals a game along with a .904
team was ready to play the ninth save percentage. The lead for
ranked team for a few reasons.
UNH scorers is a tie between
"Going into the fame we Sunna Roulston, Becca Provost,
were ranked eleventh in the nation Kathy Cortez, and Sarah Paveglio
after already facing second ranked with three games a piece.
UMass and fifth ranked Iowa,"
UNH's next game is
said Balducci. "Unlike UConn away on Wednesday at 3 p.m. in
who has had a fairly easy begin- Vermont

Write for the sports pages,
where you can contribut e to
the sporting awarenes s of
your fellow students

•

•
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A bear beatin'
UNH ATHLETICS

'Cats turn it on in fourth quarter

By Chris York
TNH Staff

•

•

Something clicked.
Something finally pulled them
together. It may have been Barry
Bourassa 's 79-yard run that was
called back on a holding penalty.
It may have been freshman Adam
Mott's six-yard sack ending a
UMaine fourth quarter drive. It
may have been John Perry's 83yard touchdown reception at the
begining of the fourth quarter.
Something clicked.
"All of the sudden everything clicked," said Bourassa.
''The offense clicked all at the
same time, the defense rose to
the occassion, and it just seemed
that as a team we just clicked."
The Cats were down
20-10 at the start of the fourth
quarter and in less than 13 minutes scored 28 points. Things
looked grim until then. The offense was sputtering. The defense was sporadic.
"Our kids showed trem~ndous character to come back
and ...completely take charge of

~

Bounaa~tfle:coraer for a UNB touchdown (NaUlaa ~ Photo).

the football game," said UNH
coach Bill Bowes. "I think it's
great for our football team because it makes us realize we are
capable of doing that. As long as
the kids realize that we 're capable
of doing it then it creates optimism on their part and they know
they can do this."
UNH gave up a touchdown to Maine on its first drive of
the game. The Black Bears drove
80 yards in seven plays, scoring
on a three-yard run by tailback
Paul Capriotti.
Capriotti plagued New
Hampshire all day, rushing for 71
yards, gaining five first downs,
and scoring all three of Maine's
touchdowns.
Middle linebacker Chris
McGrath was missed Saturday as
he was sidelined with an injury.
Sophomore Steve Shamany and
freshman Adam Mott came up big
in McGrath's place, but it was
evident that McGrath was not
there.
"There are a lot of good
linebackers out there but I

wouldn't trade (McGrath) for
anybody," said Bowes. "He makes
tackles all over the field."
The Cats responded on their next
drive with a 32-yard field goal by
Lance Hjelte, but through the rest
of the first half couldn't initiate a
drive. At the end of the first half
UNH put a drive together culminating on a three-yard touchdown
run by quarterback Matt Griffin.
The 2nd half showed
much of the same as UNH couldn't
get anything going. During the
third quarter Bourassa broke for a
79-yardrun that would have given
the Cats a first and ten situation on
the four yardline, but a questionable holding penalty pulled the
run back.
"I cut him and my hands
were on the ground," said Griffin.
"He tripped over me and stepped
on my hand and the refs called me
for holding."
Though it was called
back, that play may have sparked
the UNH comeback.

FOOTBALL
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Brown and UConn go down
Gutsy play by Roulston gives 'Cats edge
By Michael Hayward
TNH Staff
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The UNH trainer cut
Sunna Roulston 's mouthguard to
fit it over her swollen lip. Despite
receiving three stitches in her
lower lip during the game,
Roulston returned in double
overtime to score the winning goal,
giving New Hampshire a 2-1 win
over Brown.
Roulston was cut 10
minutes into the contest as she
collided with Brown goalie Tara
Harrington after diving for a loose
ball. Roulston was taken to the
Brown training room where she
was stitched up and sent back out
to play.
Roulston said the
novocaine made her light-headed
and she doesn't remember much
about the overtime period.
"I was out of it," said
Roulston. "I was glad it was over
and I wanted to go home."
Teammate Rebecca Provost congratulated Roulston after
the goal and could tell that she was
out of it.
"I said 'Sunnagoodjob,'
and she said to me 'I didn't pass
out'," said Provost. "I was like
"What?' and she said ' I didn't

pass out from the shots'."
Despite the loss of
Roulston and very inconsistent
play, UNH took advantage of a
penalty comer opportunity. With
13:57 on the clock, senior
midfielder Sarah Paveglio, assisted by Patty Manning and
Brenda Canning, put UNH on the
board with a 1-0 lead.
_B ut with 15:53 leftin the
first half, Patrice Beatini tied the
game up for Brown. Throughout
the second half and leading into
the two overtimes, UNH was not
creating opportunities to score.
With 7:42on theclock,Roulston's
return to the game proved substantial. She took advantage of
the fast playing astro-turf, sprinting past a defender, leading to a
one-on-one with the goalie.
Roulston beat her to give UNH
the win.
On Saturday, Roulston
again was the decider of fates as
she scored what could have been
the only goal needed to defeat
ninth-ranked UConn. Sophomore
forward Becca Provost ran up
three-quarters of the field and took
a shot across the circle that was
deflected by UConn 's goalie
Yolanda Muntz. Roulston capi-

talized on the rebound, giving
UNH the lead early.
UNH's second goal in
the second half was a carbon copy
of the first.
Brenda Canning, like Provost,
drove up three-quarters of the field
to take an identical crossing shot
and having it deflected as well.
This time, junior midfielder Patty
Manning followed up the shot to
score with 14:49 left.
A big contribution to
UNH's big win was their defense,
holding UConn to only one shot
on goal in the second half and four
total.
Overall, coach Robin
Balducci was very pleased with
her team's performance considering her team has slowly been
running down with sickness and
the fact that they have been practicing almost everyday since early
August.
"We have been working
well and we are in good physical
shape," said Balducci. -"We are
still a young team that can tend to
break down and play inconsistently like in the Brown game.
But overall, I would say our sea-
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